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PREE'ACE 

Seismic reflection profiling has I become 
I 

an 

extremely important qeophysical method in the fift! 

yea r s since its inceotion, and is now the mo s t wid~l y 

used techniClue for petroleum exploration. I This thesis 
I 

was inspired by the reflection profiles I obtained by 

Cambridge in the eastern Mediterranean i~ 1972, which 

were very di fferent fro.1'I profiles we hEld previously 
I 

obtained in norm al oceanic area s, wi th fa ~ ci na ti n J and 
I 

bewilderingly complicaten st ructures. These pr ofiles 

provoked numerous shipboard discussions on l the possible 

geological interpretations, an~ it became obvious that we 
t 

t 

could not sepa rate a sim pIe st r uctur:e from the 
I 

c om plica ted record produced by the earth 
I 

and th e 

instrUlnental res;?onse. 

A survey of the literature on seismic reflection 

pr ofiling revealed that the interpretation of profiles 

v/ as very imprecise .30d s ubject to the !wl1irn of the 

interpreter, a nd th3t there \oJas no 'Jeneral m~thoj of 

veri Eying interpretations. Many 'Jeophysici s t s 

i n t e r pr e t e j ? r 0 file sas a ve r tic a 1 sec t ion t h r 0 u ' j h the 

I 
earth, an:] althou 'Jh many ha.:] realised that this was not 

correct, no be tter qen~ral l1ethods of inter r> retation had 

been devel o ped. The literature survey showed that 



seismic modelling, which ha d been us ed s u1ccessfully in 
I 

the interpretation of earthquake records, seismic 

refrcd:ion and variable an']le seismic reflections had not 

been developed for reflection Drofilin'J. In ' this thesis I 
! 
I 

have exami n ed the effects of the source, : the receiver 
I 

and the earth pr ofil e and develo ped 
I 

method for on a [a 
I 

the synthesis of reflection profiles, which can be used 

, 'd I'd I' 't Int er pretatIons an orovl e I!11I son , I to test qeological 

! 

i n t e r pr eta t ion. 

Chapter 1 is a brief introduction ~o reflection 

profilin) and interpretation problems. Chapt,er 2 exa min es 

th e seismic sources a nd receivers used in reflection 
I 

profilin'J a nd their effect on a p rofile. Cha p ter 3 

examines th e effect of the earth on reflection profile s, 

and shows · hO 'N ray theory can be used to (jescribe th '= 

p r opaqa tion of seismic waves. Chapters 2 and 3 are :lot 

written as a contribution to theoretical seismoloqy, but 

to examihe the effec t of the earth, t he source and the 

re c e iver on a pr o file using known t.heory, and formulae 

ar e ge nera lly stated without derivation. 

Chapter 4 presents a synthetic reflection prorilin'1 

system which I have developed base d on ray theor~ 

Chapter 5 describes the use of this system in modelling 

standard s tructures a nd real profiles, an,:,! its use in 

in te r pr e ta tion. 



Chapter 6 describes two reflection orofilin<] 'Jrid 

surveys in the eastern Mediterranea:'1, made in J~ay anj 

June 1974 in order to investigate the effect of sije 

reflections on a profile. 

This thesis does not exceed 80,000 words and is my 

own \<lor k except where specific references are mad':? in 

the text. 
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CH,1\PTER 1 

SEISMIC REFLECTIO[-J PROFILING AND INTERPRETATION PROBLE~1S 

1.1 Se ism i c Re fl e c t ion Pro f il in 9 

Artificially generated seismic \"av es can ~e used to 

study the ea rth in three basic ways (Fi g 1.1). Reflection 

pro fili ng us e 5 a so ur ce and recei ve r cl ose togeth{=r and 

looks at Cl narrow section of the earth approximately 

below the shot point. Mo v i n1 the so u r c e an ,j re c e i ve r 

between shots builds up a continuous seislnic profile of 

t he car th al ong the li ne of the shot ooi n ts. The 

reflections are approximately normal to ,the interfaces 

be c a u se 0 f th e ne arc 0 i n ci den t so u r c e an j re c e i ve r. 1\ 

detailed description of the reflection profiling rnethod 

is 'Jiv e n in a department internal report (Smith 1972). 

Varia~l e .1nqle reflections have a larger source and 

receiver separation, and seismic waves travel a qreater 

horizontal distance in the earth. Thes e can be us ed '.vith 

a constant separation of source and receiver array, 

movin 'l both ':If them between shots, as is done with a 

ship towing a n explosive source and a receiver array, or 

a chanrJin·} 30 urce and receiver separation b'{ mo'"ement of 

th2 source, receiver or both, as in a two shif? eXf?erimf=nt 

with a shot-firing shif? steaming away from a ship to'din} 

a receiver arra y. Variable angle reflection has the 
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advanta'le oVer profilin'l that the moveout reflection 

curves lenerated by different source and receiver 

separations can be used to jetermine velocities. 

re fr ac tion uses a lar ger source and 

r ecei ve r se pa ration such tha t the anqle of incidence at 

an interface reaches the critical anqle, and head 'Na ves 

are generated in the lO 'Her layer, which travel lar g e 

horizontal di s tances or can be transmitted back to the 

surface (Fi g.l.l ). Velocitie s can be determined because 

of horizont a l head wave paths. 

Reflection methods use frequenci es above a bout 1 0 

Hz, as belolN this frequency the wavelength can be co me 

to the bed thickness, a.nd ther e is com pa rable 

interferenc e between reflections fr oon the top a nd 

bot tom of a bed, which gi ves a re flee tion co e f fi ci en t 

that varie s with freauency. Re f r ac tion techniques can 

use 10'''''' er fr ea uencies, and can be used to obtain 

information Eroon qreater dep ths, because penetration i s 

m a i n 1 y li m i t e d by ut ten u a t ion and t his is 1 e as t for 10 'N 

f re g u e n c i e s. 

He flection profili nq is most s uit able for use in 

laterally inlJornoqe neous areas as each shot looks at only 

a narrow sec tion of the earth. 
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1.2 Interpretation Problem s 

The id eal reflection profile would be a true 

r epresen ta tion of the geolo.]ical st r uc tu re, fr om which 

the physical properties of the layers and interfaces 

could be ded uced. In practice a reflection profile is 

[flore complicated because of the followinq effects: 

Source and receiver distortion 

An id eal source would be a si ngle hig h am pH tude 

spike, which would have a high resolving power, but Ion.] 

enough in time to have signi ficant energy. AI though such 

a source does not exist a chemical explosive in the 

a bsence of in ter faces m ay approxi m a te to thi s ideal. 

Other sources generally have worse source waveforms 

than this and may be very oscillatory and of long 

duration, giving low resolving power (Chapter 2.2). This 

com plicates records as instead of an ideal short spike 

for each reflection there is a longer waveform which may 

overlap other arrivals. 

Receivers also affect the record as they are 

usually frequency band limited due to the electrical 

response of the receiver, and angular and frequency 

limited due to the geometry of the receiver array 

(Chapter 2.4) all of which distort the received waveform. 

J 



Normal incidence 
Reflection 

Fig. 1.1 

Vari.able angle 
Reflections 

Refractions 

Seismic reflection profiling, variable angle 

reflections and refract ions 

Fig.L 2 

The ray path for dipping interfaces 

Fig 1. 3 

The ray paths for'~eflections from a curved reflector 

4 

Geometrical distorti on 

Seismic so urces do not ;ust radiate e n ergy in a 

desired dO'llnward direction, but are oJlnidirectional. The 

depths of inter faces can be calculated from the profile 

by usin') velocities to convert travel times to depths 

only if interfaces are planar and horizontal. Dippinq 

interfaces appear shallower on the profile than their 

true position as the normal incidence reflection o::::curs 

a t an anq le to the vertical (Fig.l.2). The apparent 

c1epth decreases with higher an'jles of dip: the ray 

travels a distance hcos9 where h is the true depth of 

the interface ve r ticall y below the shot poi n t. 

str uctures recorded on reflection profiles are different 

from the true structure because of this. 1\ curved 

reflector may '::Jive reflections from more than one point 

on a reflector for every shot point, producin9 a very 

complicated pr ofile (Fi g.l.3). Generally if the curvature 

of the reflector exceeds that of the wavefront, :nore 

tha:1 one refl ection will originate froill it. 

Reflection orofilin'l attempts to build up 

s uosurfa ce information along a line, in two dimensions. 

The pr ofil e appears tw o-di m en si onal, but contains 

reflections from three dimensions unless the structures 

are infinitely e xtenrJed in the plane nerpendicular to the 

profile. Side reflections are non~verti c al reflections 
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which come from out of the plane of the profile. 

Interpretation of the profile as a two-dimensional 

structure needs to distinguish side reflections, but this 

is difficult to do. Stacking of traces during data 

processing attenuates side reflections to some extent, 

and in some cases it is possible to recognise side 

re flec tions by thei r char ac ter - posi tion, shape and 

f reguenc y con ten t. 

p~ysi~al distortion 

The earth itself produces undesired effects, such 

as a free surface reflection, multiple reflections, 

attenuation and di sper sion, ai ffractions and wa.ve 

conversions (Chapter 3) which make interpretation . more 

difficult. 

1.3 Interpretati~echnigues 

. Digital processinq of records can produce a clearer 

record for interpretation; the signal to noise ratio can 

be increased to help identification of reflectors, 

m ultiples can be attenuated, the source waveform can be 

conden sed in Um e to a shor ter wave form, and re flec to r s 

c an be mig r Cl ted to thei r tr ue depth ,~nd po si tion. Thi s 

gives a profile which ~pPQars to be almost a geological 

sec tion, and is much easie r to in te rpret, but dem and s Cl 

large amount of computer time and contains distortions 
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in the amplitude and shape of the arrivals due to the 

processing. This distortion may not be important if the 

profiles are used only for measurinq travel times, but a 

lot of in form a tion about the re flec to r and the ea r th 

above it is con tained in the ar rival a ,1'\ pli tude and shape, 

and may be lost. 

An al ternative 111 e t hod of interpretation is 

synthesis of a seismic profile from a ,)eolo'::Jical model, 

for comparison with the measured profile. This 'Jives a 

validity check on interpretations, provides a test of 

alternative interpretation ,s and limits on the 

interpretation, and is the only means of understanding 

very complex areas where processing is not ' usually very 

e ffectiv~. 

This thesis uses the second approach, synthesis of 

pro files. Synthetic seismograms are commonly used in 

earthquake interpretation and refraction and variable 

angle re fl ec tion interpretation, but a method of 

synthesis of reflection profiles has not been published. 

'llhe synthetic system developed in this thesis is 

for marine profiles as the real profiles used as a basis 

for modelling are marine. Similarly, the source and 

receiver used in the calculation of the source waveforln 

a nd the receive r ef fee t are those used in the Cam brid 3e 

reflection profiling system. The synthetic system may 
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be altered si mply to model land profiles, or to allow for 

a di f fe ren t so urce and recei ve r. 

I 

• I 
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CHn.PT ER 2 

THE SOURCE AND RECEIVER EFFECT 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter examines the waveforms that make up a 

. received reflection profile and the way in which these 

can be synthesized. In order to model ' a received 

wave fo r m it is necessar y to kno'.., the so uree wave form, 
! 

the e f feet of the sea su r face re flection on the so urce 

wave form, the response of the ar r ay as I a m ul ti pIe 

detector, the effect of the sea surface reflection at 

the · receiver and its electrical response. Whilst the 

source waveform and the electrical response of the 
I 

receiver are constant and need only be calculated once 

f or each model, the sea su r face re flection and ar ray 

effects are dependent on the ray path and must be 

calculated searately for each arrival. 

Processing of records tends to eliminate the 

different effects of source and receive~ · for each 

a r rival, by stac .ki ng of record s and by deconvol ution, 

which uses an operator calculated from a ,whole trace, 

not for each ",rrival. Processed t'ecord scan onl y be 

mOd elled if cl modelling system variable 

source-receiver offsets is developej and the mod el for 

each of fsetprocessed by the same techniques applied to 
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the real records. 

2.2 Sources 

Types 

A comprehensive discussion of seismic sources is 

9 i ve n inK r a mer et a1 (1 9 6 8) , and so u r c e pan d the i r 

c ha r ac teri s tics will onl y be mentioned brie f1 y he re. 

Che~ica1 explosive may be used as a reflection 

profiling source, but in its basic form this is rare, due 

to a low repeti tion rate, dangerous nature l3nd 

i ne f ficiency. It is mo re com m on1 y us'!!:! in a fo rm whe re 

a semi-automatic form of firing is possible in a more 

efficient way, such as the Flexoti r system, where a sm all 

c ha rge is fired in a pe r for a ted steel sphere, which 

d am ps ou t oscilla tions, or a 1i ne ch a rge which ha s ve r y 

little' oscillation. 

Airguns are a useful sound source as they are 

effecient, safe, and can have a relatively high repetition 

rate. Their main disadvantage is a very oscillatory 

signal, al though this can be reduced (see next section) . 

Sparkers and gas exploders are lower power sources. 

1'hey are sa fe and have a high repeti tion ra te, but al so 

have .3n oscillatory signal. 
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Characteristics 

Sources are omnidirectional unless one of their 

dimensions is comparable to the seismic wavelen9th. A. 

line explosive is the only source in general use which is 

not om nidi rectional, and it has a di rectionali ty in the 

vertical plane through the line source and the maximum 

energy is transmitted in a downward di rec tionat a small 

angle to the vertical, (Kramer et al 1968, Limond 1972) . 

The ar ri val of the de tona tion fr on t Er om a chemical 

explosive at the water boundary or the release of a 

volume of air at high pressure into the water radiates 

a n in tense pr essu re wave ou tw a.rd s. The pr e ssu re ri se is 

aIm os t in stan·taneo us, and is followed by a . slower decay, 

producing ~ ·radiated shock wave with a steep front and a 

roughly ex ·ponential decay. If the peak pressure is very 

high the water beh~ves inelastically and the velocity of 

the wave depends on the pressure. The peak pressure 

decreases very rapidly due to heat dissipation, faster 

than the inverse first power law of distance for 

acoustic w.'lves, un til th~ pressure has 

sufficiently and the wave becomes an acoustic wave. 

The 1as bubble continues expandln9 after radiating 

the shock w().ve, the intern~l pressure decreasing until it 

reaches the ambient pres~ure, but outward motion 

persists because of the inertia of the water. The 
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bubble begins to contract because the internal pressure 

becom es lower than the am bien t oressure, un til 

resistance to com pr ession of the gas stops the 

contraction rapidly as the internal 1?ressure increases 

a bove the a:n bien t and the bubble begi ns to ex pand, 

prod ucinq an oscillating system, which radiates a 

pressure wave with each oscillation. Although the bubble 

pulses are much lower in peak pressure amplitude than 

the initial shock wave, they radiate an appreciable 

amount of seismic energy because of their considerably 

longer time duration. 

The bubble pulses are a nuisance as they lenq then 

the signal and decrease its resolving oower. There are 

two ge ne r al ways of red ucing the bubbl e pul ses: to 

s uppr ess them at the , so u rce or rem ove them fr om the 

record b'y' pr ocessi ng. suppression of the bubble pulses 

at the source can be done by using the source near the 

surface so that the bubble blows out at the surface 

instead of oscillating, although this is very wasteful of 

energy: by ' damping the oscillating bubble by cage-like 

d evi cc s which red uce the bubble pul se s signi fican tl y bu t 

also reduce the intial pulse slightly (for example th~ 

Flexotir seismic system and airgun wave-shCloing devices): 

by throttlin9 further Clir into the bubble to keep the 

pressure ab,ove the .'3mbient and prevent it from 
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bubble begins to contract because the internal pressure 

becom es lower than the am bien t or essure, un til 

resistance to com pr ession of the gas stops the 

contraction rapidly as the internal pressure increases 

above the ambient and the bubble begins to expand, 

producing an oscillatin'J system, which radiates a 

pressure wave with each oscillation. Although the bubble 

pulses are much lower in peak pressure amplitude than 

the initial shock wave, they radiate an appreciable 

amount of seismic energy because of their considerably 

longer time duration. 

'rhe bubble pulses are a nuisance as they lenq then 
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F'lexotir seismic system and airgun wave-shCloing devices): 

by throttlin'J further Clir into the bubble to keep the 

pressure ab.ove the ,'!IlTIbient and prevent it from 
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oscillatin,], this also red uces the ini tial 

amplitude (airgun wave-shapin,) devices); by the use of 

tuned 3irgun arrays of different size guns so that the 

initial pulse from each qun adds toqether but the bu'Jble 

pulses cancel; by usinq a line source, which has a 

reduced bU'Jble pulse, or by usin'J an implosion device 

from which no oscillatinq bubble is !)roduced. These 

m ethods cause either a reduction of the energy in the 

source 'tJaveform, or need a more complicated source, so 

l1<1ny systems use sources with bubble pulses and attempt 

to remove them from the record by da ta processinq. An 

account of this is given by Treitel and Robinson (1969). 

'The amplitude of a chemical explosion is related to 

c ha r g ewe i .j h t by: 

Am pli tude = b ~,~k 

wlv~re w = weight of explosive. The best value of k for 

marine explosions in the 0-10 ('I Hz band seem s to be 2/ 3 

(O'Brien 1960, Barnhard 1967, ffiundell & Parks 1971). The 

amplitude also increases \vith depth but not in a simple 

":nanner. The first bubble pulse period is related to 

explosive weight and depth by: 

'1' 1 = 113 
2.6 W 

(h+IO)~ (Lavergne 1970) 

w her e ,~ is inK 9 an.j his the de p t h in m. The period 

decreases slightly for successive pulses. 
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For airguns, bubble l')ulse periods increase and 

frequencies decrease wi th higher air pressures, lar]er 

chamber volumes and shallower depths (Giles 1969, 

ziolkowski 1970, Schulze-Gatterman 1972). Therefore to 

get the lowest frequencies and greatest penetration 

larger weiqhts of explosive or high pressure, large 

v 01 urn e ai rg UI1 s should ';)e used at shallow dept hs. 

However a lot of energy is lost at shallow · depths when 

the bubble breaks the surface, and the sea surface 

reflection interferes with the direct wave cancelling 

some downwards-directed energy. 

The sea s ufac e reflection effect 

Energy that is radiated towards the sea surface is 

reflected back downwards and interferes with the direct 

down',iClrd ra y from the source (Fig. 2.1 ) . The dowm.,rard 

travellin!3 source wa veform is a combination of the 

direct wave, Pa, and the reflected wave, Pr (Fig. 2.3, 

after ziolkbwski 1971) . If the water depth is large 

compared with the source depth, Pd and Pr are parallel, 

and Pr has a time delay of 2hcos9/v where v is the water 

veloci ty. For a sufficiently large water depth the 

amplitudes of Pd and Pr in the combin~d wave will be 

equal, bu t Pr will have an opposi te sign as the · sea · 

surface reflection coefficient is -1. (Compare 'N ith 

2.3 where the waveform is measured at a 
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nO:l-in fi ni te di stance) . 'I'he sea surface reflectio:l 

effect alters the frequency spectrum of the waveform, as 

frequencies with a wavelength which is an integral 

multiple of 2hcose are cancelled, and frequencies with a 

w aveleng th qi ven by: 

2 h cos 9 = ( 2 n-l ) ).. / 2 

are enhanced, where n is a positive integer. The 

d ow nw a rd tr avelli nq enerqy is a maxi m um if the bubble 

pulse fr eq uency is enha nced. For an oscillation 

frequency of 211Hz and a ve r ticall y do III nw ard tr avelli ng 

wave the energy is maxirnisea at a depth of 12.5 m. 

There is an equivalent sea surface reflection 

effect at a receiver. 

The sea sur face re fl ec tion ef fec t is ef fec ti ve in 

any vcrticul plane through the source· or receiver. 

Source waveforms tor a . reflection profile mo(lellinq . 

system 

A. modelling system l'leeds a source waveforl11 tor 

e,)ch of many ray patns, with varyinq valu.as of 9. PC! 

must be kno'lIn indenend c ntly of Pr to calculate the 

combined waveform, and 'Pd may be calculated or measured. 

It cannot be obtained frcm the 9rofilc by processin'3 .3S 

this contains also the effects of Pr, the earth and the 

receiver for ' m.:lny ray oaths. 

1. P red i c t ion 
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This has been attempted for chemical explosions by 

various a uthors (eq Arons 1948, o'Brien 1960) and for 

marine airguns by Ziol ko ',." s ki (197 0) and 

Schulze-Gattermann (1972) using bubble oscillation theory. 

2. Measurement 

It is difficult to measure pd inr1ependently of Pr, 

as although very near the source the amplitude of Pd is 

m u ch I) rea t e r t h a n Pr, the ne a r - fie 1 d 0 f the so u r c e has 

non-li near wave propagation and the waveform measurea is 

not the far-field waveform. The waveform will also 

c ha n q e wit h va ri a t ion sin de pt h 0 f the so u r c e and i t i s 

necessary to measure the waveform continuously durin') 

profiling, which is difficult in practice. 

Because of these problem s, if the waveform can be 

predicted ,3ccurately it is better and easier to use than 

ill ea s u r ed wave f o rm s. The Cam bridge pr 0 fili n') sys tem use s 

airguns as a sound source, and in May 1973 I measured 

airgun waveforms under carefully controlled experimental 

conditions for comparison with predicted waveforms. The 

next section describes this experiment. No at tempt ha 5 

been made to separate Pd and Pr: the waveforms are 

comrared with waveforms rredicted with Pd and Pr. 

Previous attempts have been made to measure airgun 

waveforms (Giles 1968, ziolko'lJski 197 0, <" lay ne and Quay 

1971, Sch u1ze-Gattermann 1972, Giles and , ,Johr'lston 1973) 
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but these do not satisfy all the requirements for a 

carefully controlled measurement. 

2.3 The measurement of airgun waveforms 

The requirements for measurement are: 

i=<ece i ver 1. Know n im pul se re spon se of the reco rdi nq system. 

2. Adequate depth of water so that energy reflected from 

the sea bed does not interfere wit.h direct sound to the 
Fig. 2.2 

The direct wave, Pd, and t he reflected wave,Pr. receiver. 

3. Known geometry of gun and receiver. A receiver 

records a direct wa v e from the gun and also a wave 

re fl ec ted Er om the sea s u r face. ( Fig. 2.2 ) The shape of 

the w3veform recorded depends on the distance travelled 

by the di rect wave, Dd, and the di stance travelled by the 

Pd 
reflected wave, Dr. Fig. 2.3 is after zio1kowski (1971 ) 

and shows the di rec t waveform, Pd, the re flec ted 

waveform, Pr, and Pt, the received waveform, which is the 

Pr sum of pd and Pr. The rel a ti ve am pli tude s of pd and Pr 

in Pt is given approximately by the ratio: 

Pd:Pr = D r:od 
Pt 

assumin9 symmetrical spreadin9 and amplitude inversely 

proportion31 to distance travelled, for small amplitude 

o scilla tions. As Od becomes larger the arnrlitudes of Pd 

and Pr in Pt tend to be equal. 

Fig. 2.3 

The meas ured wave, Pt, formed from Pd and Pr. 
4. t-leas ureme nt at s u fficient depth. I wished to measure 
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Fig . 2.4 

) 

signal 
t ransmitted 
to ship 

400m .7 

hydrophone 

The experimental arrangement used for measuring airgun waveforms. 
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airgun waveforms produced by a gun when it is bein'j used 

for deep sea profilinq, in water depths of usually 

greater than 2 km. As the recorded waveform varies wi th 

the geometry of source and receiver it IS necessary to 

have a receiver at this depth to measure th e waveform 

going into the sea bed. Unfortunately the waveform 

reflected from the sea bed would interfere with the 

dO I.vngoing wave for a reflector near the sea bed, so this 

is impossible. In practice it is necessary to record an 

approximation to the deep sea waveform. When the 

receiver is vertically below the gun: 

Or = Dd + 2h 

where h is the gun depth, and when the receiver is 

s u f ficien t1 y deep so tha t Dd » 2h: 

Or/Dd ~ 1 

so that Pd/Pr ~ 1 in Pt and the waveform is a sufficient 

a pproxi m a tion to tha t measu red at depth. For le ss than 

5% error in Or/Dd = 1 this demands a Or > 400 11 with h = 

10 m. 

EX12e rim en tal Measur em en t 

The experimental arrangem e nt is shown in Fig. 2. 4. A 

h ydrophone (a cyli nd dcal lead ti tana te-zi rcon te pr essure 

transducer potted in epoxy resin) and a pre- amplifier 

were suspended 400 m below a sonoradio buoy. The 

h ydrophone w'a s weigh ted to keep it ve r ticall y below the 
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° 't:l 
<1J 
~ 

buoy , and vertical motions of the cable due to up an-J 
m 
M 

;:::l 
U down movement of the buoy were damped out by spherical 
M m 
u 
(/) 

floa t sat tached to the top of the cable. This kept the 
IM 

<1J 
~ 

OM 
4 (iH' m of cable approxi m a tel y sta tiona ry in the wa te r 

M 
° I'l 't:l 

<1J <1J 
w hil e the buoy moved up and dow n wi th the wave s. The 

~ .s::: 
(/) (/) 
:>, m 
(/) 't:l ship steamed slowly past the huoy firing a 301t airgun, 

I 

<1J <1J 
.s::: .s::: 
~ ~ passinq within 10 m of the buoy. Gun chamber sizes of 
lH ~ 
0 0 

M 
<1J <1J 
(/) .0 

160 in 3 and 300 in 3 were used. l\ calibrated pressure 
~ 

S 0 
p , ;:::l 
(/) H 

transducer was used continuously to monitor the gun 
<1J ~ 
H u 

<1J 
<1J 0. 
(/) (/) 

d erth. Airgun signals were transmitted from the buoy to 
M 
;:::l <1J 
0. .s::: s ~ 

the sh ip, displayed on a jet-pen recorder and recorded on 
OM 

't:l 
't:l @ ~ m 

m a'J ne tic tape. This was repeated with the gun at 
't:l 

S <1J 
<1J 5 ~ 

d i f fer e n t de pt h s. 
(/) (/) 
:>, m 
(/) <1J 

I'l 
bD 

The im pulse response of the whole recordi ng system 
~ (/) 

OM OM 
't:l 
H <1J 
0 ~ 

from hydrophone to tape recorder was measured: a fixed 

U OM 
<1J M 
H 

rtJ 
frequency voltage input in series with the was 

<1J <1J 
.s::: .s::: 
~ (/) 

m h yd rophone, nassed through recording the system, 
lH 't:l 
0 

<1J 
m .c 
H ~ 

compared v,ith the input siqnal, and a!ll()litude a nd phase 
~ 
U <1J 
<1J > 
0. · 0 
(/) .0 

shift measured. The de tail 5 of the mea su rem en t and the 
ro 

<1J 
(/) 9 m 

.s::: H 
0. ~ 

res u 1 t 5 are in a de par t men tin t ern a1 re po r t (S m i t h ,~ 

U 
't:l <1J Owen 1973 ) . It was not possible to define the low 
~ 0. 
m (/) 

<1J <1J 
't:l 't:l 

;:::l ;:::l 

amplit ude parts of the frequency response accurately by 

+.> ~ .. ' ::1 OM 
M m easur ement, so these we re calculated fro m electrical 

0. 0. 
S S m ro 
<1J <1J 

circuit theory (Gi rli n9 & Good 1969 ) . At higher 

e5 .s::: 
Eo-< 

amplit udes the calc ul ated respon se was in agreeme n t with 
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t he mcas ur ed r espo nse. Th e amplitude and phase sl,)Gctra 

for t he re c or d ing system and the impulse resf?onse of the 

system (t he !:"ourier transform of the frequency 

spectr um) a r e s hown in Fig. 2.5. The pass band of the 

syste'T1 is 4-1 60 f{z at - 3 dB level. 

Res ul ts 

The wa v e for:n s recorded for the 160 in 3 and . 3 00 

in 3 guns are s ho wn in Fiqs. 2.6a and 2.7a. 

l\ t t e mp t s hav e been made to predict ai rg un 

wa vefo rm s f rom bubble oscilation theory by Ziolko·,.;ski 

(1 9 7 0 ) a nd Sc hulze- Gattermann (197 2) . Sch ul ze-

Gatter man n's the ory applies to srn all am I,)li tude 

o scilla ti on s, whereas Ziolkow s ki's allows for finite 

am pli t ude os c illa tion, so is more useful • Ziolko'tJski's 

theory was used to compute air g un waveforms for the 

sa:ne condit i ns l o f chamber volum e , firin ') !xessure, depth 

and '3eometry of g un and receiver as the measurej 

w <3 ve f orm s • Da mpinq constants of 2.5 and 1.8 s-l were 

chose n for th e 160 and 300 in 3 guns, as this pr ovided the 

b est m a t ch t o t hem e a sur e d w a v e for in s. This is in 

agree me nt with th e dampinq constant of 31.6/./V where V= 

gun chamb e r volume in in 3 sug~ested ~y ziolkowski 

( pe r s .com m.). These predicted Iyaveforms are shown in 

Figs. 2.6b and 2.7b. After convolution with the impulse 

respo ns e of the recording system they are shown in Fi1S. 
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2.6c corn parison and 2.7 c, for with the measured 

wave form s. 

The ge ner al form of the convolved .... /aveforrns 

ar?proximates to the measured waveforms, indicating that 

oscillation bubble provides a reasonable theory 
n:l 0 
u 4-1 

·ri <lJ 
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description of airgun wavefor 'T,s. The main difference is 

that the bubble oscillation r?eriod decreases slightly 

f aster than pr edicted. Ziolkow ski (197 0) noted this, and 

suq·~ested that this was due t o the proximity of the 

air-water free surface. 

2.4 Receivers 

Introduction 

P. 
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Receivers are designed to produce the maximum 
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sig nal to noi se ra tio fo r the requi red signal s. By usi nq 

N detectors, aver which the signal correlates but the 

noise does not a.JN increase in signal to noise ratio can 

be achieved. A comprehensive discussion of sources of 

noise for marine arrays is 9iven by 3edenb2n()er (1970). 

Ambient sea noise is dependent on the sea state 

and 8edenbender reports that this effect is greatest at 

low frequencies, and that the noise level increases by 18 

dB as the sea state increases from 0-6. The ship 

gene rated noi se, fr om the pr ope11 er, engi ne s and other 
~ .fJ 

m achinery is minimised by the use of a lonqi tudinal 
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array of detectors which (liscriminates against signals 

from its end s which are no t in phase over the ar ray, anj 

is also reduced by using a lon':j lead cat:>le from the ship 

to the ar ray. Long cables have the disadvantage of 

pickinq up electrical noise fro1\ the ship's tJOwer supply 

and radio transmissions, and the latter can com pletely 

swamp the seismic signal. Flow noise is caused by 

passage of the array through the water; this is least at 

10 'N speed s, and is red uced by towi nq the ar r ay at de pths 

out of the area of wave noise by weighting the e nd of 

the towi n9 cable, and by using neutrally buoyant 

streamer sections filled with oil of known density to 

keep the streamer horizontal in the ','later. There is 

mechanical 

transverse 

noise 

mo tion 

due 

of 

to 

the 

10n9i tudi nal 

ar ray: the 

surges 

effect 

and 

of 

10n'1i tudinal surges is reduced by using a sprinq sec tion 

at the head of the array to damp out ship vibration s and 

accelerations, and by using oairs of hydrophones 

connected t0gether back to back so that accelerations 

a re cancelled: t r ansve r se mo tion is red uced by using a 

long tail rope attached to a floa tin,] buoy which 

provides a con tinui ty of tension at the end of the a r ray 

and reduces the tendency of the array to snake. 

Tne frequency response of a hydrophone is usually 3 

few Hz to KHz so it is sufficiently broad band that 
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the signal is not di s to r ted, al though the recordi n"1 

electronics reduces the high frequency cutoff to 

h un d red s 0 f H z. 
" 

The effect of receivers on a waveform 

There are three effects, the electricat response of 

the receiver, the associated electronics : and display 

s ys tem, the sea sur face re fl ec tion ef fect, I and the li ne 
I 

array effect, the last two of which are deDendent on the 
, I 

ray path of the reflection. 

~he electrical response of the receiver 

The im puls e respon se o r fr eq uency response of the 

recei ver must be meas u red, or if the system is simple, 

calculated. This may be done by m easu ri ng I the re spon se 

of the system to an im pulse, which is ji ffi,cul t to d8 in 

practice as an i mpuls ive delta f uncti o n theoretically has , 

no energy, and system noise makes the I measurement 

unreliable, or by measurinq the system response to a 

step func tion and di fferen tia ting the ou tpu t, or by 

measuring the am pli tude and phase shi ft at indi vid ual 

I 
frequencies over the fr eq uency range. The 

I 
hydrophones 

I 

m us t al so have a uni form frequency response with 

variations in pressure amplitude over this r1nge. 

The Cambridqe system uses a Geom eehanique stream er 

" I W ha se el ee t rieal re sponse is gi ven by Geom eeha nique, \".,i th 

a Cam orid') e de signed inpu t am pli fie r and anal 0'1 ue ta pe 
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the signal is not di s to r ted, al though the recordi n"1 

electronics reduces the high frequency cutoff to 

h un d red s 0 f H z. 
'I 

The effect of receivers on a waveform 

There are three effects, the electricaf response of 

the receiver, the associated electronics and display 

s ys tem, the sea sur fac e re flec tion ef fec t, I and the li ne 

array effect, the last two of which are depen-:1ent on the 

ray pa th of the refl ec tion. I 

1. The electrical response of the receiver 

The im pulse response or frequency response of the 

receiver must be measured, or if the system is simple, 

calculated. This may be done by m easu ri ng I the re spon se 

of the system to an im pulse, which is -:1i ffLcul t to cb in 

pr ac tice as an im pulsi ve del ta func tion theor eticall y ha 5 
I 

no energy, and system noise makes the I measurement 

unreliable, or by measuring the system response to a 

step func tion and di fferen tia ting the ou tpu t, or by 

measuring the amplitude and phase shift at individual 

I 
f reguencies over the fr eguency range. The hydrophones 

must also have a uniform frequency response with 

I 
V ari a tion s in pr essu re am pli tude ove r thi s ra nge. 

The Cam bridqe sys tem uses a Geom eChanique st ream er 

1 

whose electrical response is 'liven by Geomechanique, \yith 

a Cambrid'Je designed input amplifier and analoque tape 
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SEA SURFACE REFLECTION EFFECT 

5 m depth 10 m depth 
sea 

------~~----------------~~------surface 

10 Hz 
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sea 
------~~--------------~~~~-----surface 

/.00 

Fig. 2.8 

Polar plots of the angular response of the sea s urface reflection 

effect at a point detector for fr equencies of 10 and 50 Hz and 

depths of 5 and 10 m. 
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recording system and output in variable intensity, 

v ar iable area or wiggly line formats. The response of 

the system was calculated and is described in detail in 

a department internal report (Smith and Owen 19 75) and 

this is used in modelling reflection profiles (Ch apter 5). 

2. The sea surface reflection effect 

This is similar to the effect on a source 'Naveforrn: 

the waveform arriving a t a ?o i n t de t e c tor is a 

combination of the Clirect wave from the sea bed and the 

wave reflected at the sea s urface which is delayed in 

time an,:) has a sign reversal. It provides some frequency 

and an,)ular discrimination, varying with depth, ::In.:) the 

effect fo r di fferen t depths and frequencies was 

com puted ::Ind is shown on a polar dia'jram in Fig. 2.8. 

The effect discriminates against arrivals at high anjles 

of incidence, and in any vertical plane throuqh the 

detector, not just in the plane of the array; it is this 

effect which provides the only angular discrimination 

for sid e re fl ec tions. For higher frequencies and larger 

depths the maximum response is not in the vertically 

down· .... ards direction (Fi g. 2.8). 

It is di f ficul t to vi suali ze the ef fec t of the sea 

s ur face re fl ec tion on a recei ved wave fo r m fr om the pola r 

plots of Fig. 2.8, so I computed the effect on t· .... o 

waveforms for various receiver depths. 'rhi s used an 
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Fig. 2.9 
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The effect of the sea surface reflection at a receiver on theoretical 40 and 

160 in3 airgun waveforms for different receiver depths and vertical incidence. 

The source waveform is predicted from the theory of Ziolkowski (1970 ) and 

includes a sea surface reflection at the source at a depth of 12 m. 

Ampli tudes are normalised and the waveform duration is 0.5 s. 
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airgun 'Waveform predicted by the theory of ziolko'Wski 

(1 970 ) , and combined this with its sea surface reflection 

to give ~ source waveform. The received wave was 

formed by a combination of this with the wave reflected 

from the sea surface above the receiver for various 

depths. The effect changes the waveform character 

consider a bl y ( Fig. 2. 9) and it may become very 

a s ymm e tric, but the effect is ve ry dependent on the 

source waveform used and the receiver depth and anqle 

of incidence. 

3. The line array effect 

This effect provides an anqular discrimination in 

the plane of the array, a nd occurs ',.;hen the wave 

incident at the receive r is no t 'le r tical, and the 

wavefront reaches one detector in the array before the 

next (Fig. 2.10). The. array response is the surr of the 

s imultaneous arrivals at all the detectors, so t her e is 

t he po s5i bili ty of enhancem en t of som e fr eq uencies in 

the waveform and di s c ri m i n a t ion a;Jainst others, 

dependin9 on the time delay between the wave reaching 

adjacent receivers; if this is a complete wave [)eriod 

this frequency will be enhanced. 

,"lost arrays consist of equally spaced hydrophones 

that contribute eq ually to the combined !.>laveform, but 

arrays with variable gains and spacing can be use d to 
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The effect of the sea surface reflection at a receiver on theoretical 40 and 

160 in3 airgun waveforms for different receiver depths and vertical incidence. 

The source waveform is predicted from the theory of Ziolkowski (1970 ) and 

includes a sea surface reflection at the source at a depth of 12 m. 

Amplitudes are normalised and the waveform duration is 0.5 s. 
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airgun 'waveform predicted by the theory of ziolkowski 

(1 970 ), and combined this with its sea surface reflection 

to give ~ source waveform. The received wave was 

formed by a combination of this with the wave reflected 

from the sea surface above the receiver for various 

d ept hs. The effect changes the waveform character 

consid'2rabl y ( Fig. 2.9) and it may become very 

asymmetric, but the effect is very dependent on the 

sou r ce wave fo rm used and the recei ve r de pth and anql e 

of incidence. 

3. The line array effect 

This effect provides an an,]ular discrimination in 

the pla ne of the array, and occurs \vhen the wave 

incident at the receiver is not vertical, and the 

wavefront reaches one detector in the array before the 

next (Fig. 2.10). The. array response is the SUlll of the 

simultaneo us arrivals at all the detectors, so there is 

the possibili ty of enhancement of some frequencies in 

the waveform and di s c ri m i n a t ion others, 

depending on the time delay between the wave reaching 

adjacent receivers: if this is a complete wave geriod 

this frequency will be enhanced. 

Most arrays consist of equally spaced hydrophones 

that contribute eq ually to the combined ! . .Javeforl11, but 

a r rays wi th variable gains and s[)acing can be used to 
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Fig. 2.10 

A plane wavefront arriving at a linear array 

of N detectors. 

N 

ARRAY RESPONSE 

)0 Hz 

50 Hz 

Fig. 2.11 

Polar plots of the angular response of a receiver array 

at frequencies of 10 and 50 Hz. The array has 50 equally 

spaced and weighted hydrophones in a 60 m section. 
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pr ovid e speci fic ang ula r and Er eq uenc y re spon se s. (Sa vi t 

e t al 19 68, Sc hoe n b erg er 197 0) • 

The tim e dom ai n response fo r an eq uall y spaced and 

weighted array can be derived simply: consider a 

receiver as in Fig. ~10 with N equally spaced and 

weighted detectors a .jistance d apart, and a plane 

wavefront arriving at the receiver at an angle e to the 

ver tical. The wavefront arrives at each detector at a 

time t = dsin8/v greate r than the element adjacent to it, 

where v is the water velocity, and the array respO!1se is 

the sum of the responses at each detector. Por a 50 

hydr ophone array 60 m 10!1q and 8 = 30° the time shift of 

the waveform across the array is 17 ms. 

The frequency domain reSO!1se can be derived by 

anal01Y to the Fraunhofer diffraction qr atinJ response. 

(J enki ns & White 1957). For a simple harmonic plane wave 

th e phase will ch a nge by equal amountsocfrom one receiver 

to the ne le t, where: 

0< = 2T1'dsin6/.\ 

The composite signal is the sum of the individual signals 

from each detector. Taking the amplitude at a single 

receiver as unity, the composite com plex a:nplitude, A, is 

the sum of the individual responses: 

A = (1 + e ilx + e 2 ioc. ••• ..... + e ( N-l ) i Ol ) 

which red uc es to: 
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The effect of a line receiver array on theoretical 40 and 160 in3 

airgun waveforms for different angles of incidence. The array is 

60 m long with 50 equally spaced and weighted hydrophones. 

A = sin ( Not/2) e i ( N-l ) 0<../2 

sin (0,./2) 

(eg Jenkins & White 1957, Officer 1958). For any ray ~ath 

( fixed e) the frequency response can be determined. The 

factor sin (No<./2)/sin(0l-/2) is the ratio pf the amplitude of 

the composite signal to the am pli tune at a si ngle 
, " 

detector, and the ei (N-l)o<../2 term is t 'he phase change of 

the composite signal to that the first detector. 

The effect of the array on amplitude as a function 

of incident an~le was computed an is sho'Nn on a polar 

plot in Fig. 2.11 for frequencies of 10 and $'"0 Hz. 

There is a strong discrimination rqainst rays ,at l arr]e 

angles of incidence at high frequencies, and this angular 

discrimination d ue to the array effect is much stronjer 

than that due to the sea surface reflection effect, but 

is only effective in the ?lane of the array. 

The array effect on a 'Naveform for various an'::j le s 

of incidenc e is show n in ~ig. 2.12. I comruted this usin ') 

the same source waveform as in Fig. 2. 9, Fourier 

transformed it into the frequency domain, combined it 

with the lin ,;? array response for the angle of incidence 

( eq uivalent to time -Jom ai n convol ution) an" 

retransfor med the resulting waveform back into the time 

domain. The re is a strong low pa ss EH te ri ng ef fec t of 

the array at higher an 'lles of incidence, and the 
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waveform 
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Fig 2.13 

The combined effect of the line receiver array and the sea surface 

reflection for different depth and angles of incidence. 
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am?litude of the initial s pike i s also s e ve rely r ed uced 

as it contains many high frequencies, b'2cornin9 mucil 

lower in a'T1plitude than the second 90sitive spike. 

Fig. ~13 shows the combined effect of the sea 

surface reflection and lin'? array eff e ct o n a wav e for m 

for va rious depths and angles of incidence. I CO'TI p u ted 

this by the methods used to compute Figs. 2.9 and 2.12. 

The cO .llbined effects cause a drastic alter a tion of th e 

original source waveform, producin,] a 'Naveform which m3Y 

be very asymmetric (16 0 in 3, 5 rn, 10 0) or with an initial 

spike reduced in amplit u ']e. 

The effects of electrical response (the same for 

all arrivals) and array and sea surface r e flection 

effects are simple to compute anj are includ ed in the 

modelling !;)rogram (ch apter 5). 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE EARTH RESPONSE 

This chapter examines the effect of the earth on 

re fl ec tion pr 0 files. It looks at ho ',., ray theory can be 

u sed to describe the propaqation of seismic waves in the 

earth, a nd at wave conversions, reflection coefficients, 

attenuation and dispersion, diffraction, and multiple 

reflections. The theo r y used in thi s cha pte r is 

relatively well kno',.,n, and no attempt has been made to 

de ri ve the eg ua tion s used. 

'l'he results of this chapter are used in Cha?ter 4 

to derive ,'3 reflection profile modellin') syste m. 

3.1 The ray theory approach to wave proE!2ation 

eq ua tions of mo tion for a homoqeneous, 

isotropic, elastic medium assuming small displacements 

and no body forces ( eg. gravity) are: 

:2 
( A+AJ)~ + tU ifu .,;OQ:Y = 3.1 

ot2 ox 
2 .,;O~= ( A+AJ)e~ + tU \Jv 3.2 et ay 

AJ~ .,;0 1f = ( A+,IIJ)~ + 3.3 
t2 oZ 

( ego Ewing, Jardetsky and Press 1957) where ".0 is the 

density, (u,v,w) is the <"1isolacemcnt, ~ and ,AJ the el.'9stic 

cl)nstants (t.h p. Lame' parametp.rs), ~ the dilatation, the 
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increas.::; in volume per unit volume, and \7
2 

v is the 

operator o~ +l +t The eq uati o ns of motion give the 

two wave 

to 

P 

where 8i' 

d x oy QZ 
eq ua tio n s: 

ll::. = (.~ + 2,U) V2l::. 

~l = 
2 

,u'iJ e· i = x,y,z 1 
dt 
i = x,y,z is a rotation. 

3.4 

3.5 

The sol ution s of the 

w a v e eq u a t ion s s how t hat t w 0 el as tic w a v e sea n e l( i s t, a 

compressional-dilatational wave, ( P) , with a velocity 

j}..+2)J , and a rotational wave, (S ) , wi th a veloci ty Ofj,u • 
P P 

1he_asymptotic ray series 

The use of the wave equations to model the 

behaviour of seismic waves is extremely laborious and is 

in practice limite.j to modelling horizontally layered 

structures. Laterally varving media must use ray 

the 0 r e tic a 1 met hod s. The followi ng de sc ri ption of the 

asym~totic ray method is based essentially on ~ervenv & 

Ravindra (1971). 

The eau.3tion of motion for inhomo '3eneous, isotropic, 

elastic media is: 

2 
+ )J~ra. + 'iJ~{v~~) fJ O~ = ( X+)J )V {vr.~ ) + 'V)J X ( 'V x ~) + 2( Vpo 9) ~ 3.6 

W 
w h,; r e ofJ is th,; di s pI ace me n t vector. The ea u:t tion of 

motion for inhomoqeneou s ,nedi a cannot qe ner all y be 

separated into two wav e equations. Assume that a 

sol uti 0 n 0 f th e ea u a t ion 0 f m 0 t ion can be ex pr e s sed "l S 

Cl n i n fi nit e 00 W e r se ri e 5 0 fin v e r se f r e que n c y and ·Sl 
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space dependent vector which is independent of 

f reouency: 

where l' and ~k 

phase function 

the ray se ries. 

t = 1" (x,y,z) 

00 

W = exp[i(.) ( t-'T)J~ (if.)) -k!:!k 
k=o 

are independent of W .:md 

and ~k ( k = 0,1,2 •••• ) , the 

3.7 

t. I' is called a 

coefficients of 

The moving surfaces of constant phase, 

are . wave fronts and the ortho,]onal 

trajectories of these surfaces are rays. 

The function 1" ( x,y,z) must be analytic for the 

asymptotic ray series, equation 3.7, to be valid. The ray 

expansion is not valid in the vicinity of foci, caustic 

surfaces or critical points. 1'he si ze of the region in 

which the ray expansion is not valid is frequency 

dependent~ for high frequencies this is small, and for 

low frequencies, larger. Wave methods must be used in' 

th e se regions. Th.:? ray expansion is only strictl y vali d 

if velocity gradients ~re small com:?,Hed with 'tJuvelength, 

and the radii of curvature of interfaces is larger than 

th e wavelength. The ray expansion will not predict 

diffrations, as these occur at discontinuities or where 

the r ad ius 0 f c ur vat u reo f ~ n in t e r fa c e i s S In all e r t ha n 

th ~ wavelength. 
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The zero-order solution of the asym~otic ray series 

The zero-order solution of the asymptotic ray 

series considers onl y the first t erm in the ray 

expansion: 

~ = exp[iw( t-')l~o 3.8 

Exce p t in the vicinity of foci, caustics or critical 

points the err or in usin q only th e first term of the 

series tend to zero as the frequency becomes high e r. 

Th~ zero-order solution, equation 3.8, is independent of 

frequ~ncy, and corresponds to a solutio;"} usin'] the 

principles of qeometrical optics. Hi g her order tcr~s in 

the se ries are corrections to this solution. Hron et al 

(1974) compared a partial ray ex oansion of the 

zero-order sol ution with the exact wave sol uti on for a 

horizontally layered struct u re, and sho'.ved that the 

zero-order solution was a go od approximation to the 

eX.3ct wave sol ution if a s uf ficient nUlnber of rays are 

used. The accuracy is limited by the number of rays 

tr aced in a partial e xpansion. Cis ter nas et al (1973) 

h ave produced a method for a complete ray expansion, b ut 

it is li'nited to horizontally layered media. Ray 

amplitudes decrease rapidly with increa s inq numbers of 

reflections and conversions, and partial ray expClnsion s 

u suall y li mi t th~ num ber of rays used to those wi th an 

aln pli tud'2 a~ove a chose n level. 
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Fig. 3.1 

The reflection of a ray from a finite area of a reflector 

The b3sic equations of geometrical optics are the 

eikonal eC! u r.l t ion 3 : 

2 2 2 2 

(g;) + (g;) + (g ;) - (\7r) = I -2 
0<. 

3.9 

where 

ex = J A~2;J 
and 

(~:t + (~;)2 + (~;t ( \7 r)2 = = I 
-2 
f3 3.1 0 

where 

These equations relate wavefronts, rays a nd arrival 

time with seism ic velocity. 8nell's law, which relates 

the anl]les of incidence and refraction at inter faces 

with veloci ties can be derived usinq the 2i konal 

equations (t'erveoy and Ravindra 1971) and this is us ed in 

tracing rays across interfaces. 

Rays are normally defined as of infinit esimal size, 

but in considering reflections it is convenient to 

consider ray tubes subtendinq a finite soli :) anq1e at the 

source. If such a tube is reflecten At r.l r>lane reflector 

a t a di. stance r from the 
Gfft'IJ'/.; 1M.fe!J 

reflected/\ in phase fr om a 

so u rce 

fi ni te 

(Fig. 3.1) then rays are 

area of the reflector. 

The radius over which the rays do not differ in chase bv 
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m 0 r e t h a n h 31 f a w a vel e n'1 t h, by a n a log y wit h F res ,1 e 1 

zones is: 

a 2 + r2 = ( r 

a 2 =1. ( 2r+ 
4 

This is for a two way travel path, so that br must be 

less than ..A.. 
4 

For r = 1 km and a frequency of 30 ~z in 

w ate r, a is a bo utI 5 0 'TI • This area increases generally 

with depth if there are no focussin9 effects. It is this 

finite area of reflection INhich limits ray theory to 

interfaces with radii of curvature considerably lar:}er 

than the wavelength. Diffractions are oroduced from 

interfaces with smaller radii of curvature, 2S the ray is 

not in phase over the interface. 

Spreading of ray paths 

Hay theory considers that the amplit ude at any 

point is qiven by the size of an elementary ray tube at 

that point. Consider a ray tuhe in a homog~n~ous 

perfectly elastic medium and a point source (Pig. 3.2a ) . 

The ray paths will be straig ht and the enerqy in the ray 

tube remains constant, so the enerqy flow across unit 

area of the wavefront decreases as the wavefront area 

increases in size. 'I'he ratio of the energy flow/uni t 

area at two points distances d1 and d2 from the so urce 

is qi ven by the ratio of the area of the wave fronts at 

thf:!se points. ~'or the homog eneo us and perfectly elastic 
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medium the ray tu~e increases in area as d 2, so the 

energy flow/unit area decreases as l/d 2, and a:l1plitude 

decreases as lid. 

s pr eadi nq. 

This is geometric, or spherical 

A ray tube in an inhomogeneous medium ,:)oes not 

have am pli tude inversely pr opor tional to distance 

travelled as refraction at velocity interf aces deviates 

the ray path anj changes the wave front area in an 

e lementary ray tube. Veloci ty usuall y increases wi th 

depth, so that the wavefront area increases faster than 

the square of the di stance, so energy ,jecay is more 

rapid than in a homogeneous medi um. Re fl e c t ion at 

impedance contrasts al so reduces the energy in the ray 

tube (section 3.2) and if th'2 medium is. not perfectly 

elastic at tenuation also reduces the amplitude (sec tion 

3.3). This sectio n looks at the changes in am pli tude due 

to ray path alterat ion only. 

The variation of 311 olitur3e with distance in a 

horizontally plane-la yered medium has been derived by 

O'srien a nd Lucas (1971) a nd Newrnan (1973 ) . The effect 

of dipping a nd curved interfaces on ,3mplitudes is 

complicated to compute ,~ 11 alytical1y but can be s imply 

calc ulated I)y tracing ray tubes to oJetermine the 

wavefront area. A. ray tube chan'1es !? h,:lpe wh en reflected 

or refracted from a cllrved interfaca givin'1 con varge nce 
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and increased energy flo'N/unit area over Concave upwar d 

interfuces (synclines) and divergence and decreased 

energy flow/unit area over convex upward interfaces 

(anticlines) • The effect of this on ray tubes is shown 

in Fig. 3.2b. The area of the ray tube on return to the 

surface .is pr oportional to s2. This is smallest for the 

syncline an.d greatest for the anticline, givinl the 

stronqest reflection over the syncline and weakest over 

the anticline. (See also Chapter 5 models). 

Curved inter faces cause ray theory to break ::lo'Nn 

in c~~rtai n cases. Ray theory cannot predict behaviour 

\oJllere intensity chanqes rapidly, for example at . a focus, , 

where there is a concentration of rays (Born & Wolf 

1964). Fig. 3.2c shows a ray tube focussed due to a 

buried centre of curvature of the s urface. Rays fro :n 

the source are reflected from the curvec'l s urface ;~nd 

are focussed at F, and return to the surface. 'rhere will 

a lways be a buried focus if there is a centre of 

curv.'3turc below the line of shot points. It i s no t so 

obvious that there is a change in phase on 93ssi ng 

through F. It F is merely the focal plane of the s urf ace 

the phase change is TT/2, but if the curvature is 

three-dimensional with the !:lame curvature perpendicular 

to this section, F is a focal point ;.tnd the ohasa chan .)e 

is IT, a reve r sal of sign. This has been described for 
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li']ht by i30rn & v..'01f (1964 ) , and for seismics ay Dix 

( 1952) and has been demonstrated experimentally for 

se ism i c s '0 y Hi 1 t er m an (1 9 7 0 ) • T i1 e TI / 2 D has (2 ch a n i~ e has a 

jrastic effect on the sha?e of the received waveform. 

3.2 Wave conversion and reflection coefficients 

A reflection occurs when there is a chanqe in 

impedance (the product of P or S velocity and density). 

Th0 reflection amplitude is independent of freauency if 

the ra.jius of curvature of the interface is large 

compared with the wavelength, and if the layer thickness 

is also large compared ...... ith the wavelenqth. ~~hen the 

layer thickness is of comparaole or smaller size than 

the wavelenqth the reflection .3rnplitude varies with 

frequency due to interference between reflections from 

the top and bottom of a layer. This may be constructive 

or destructive depending on the layer thickness and th\~ 

nature of the reflection from the top and bottom of the 

layer. 

A ray incident .'3t an interface generally produces 

reflected a nd translTlitted P and S \."aves except that nQ S 

waves \o/ill be propagated within a fluid medi um. 1'h 

a m pli tu d ~ S o'f the reEl e c t e Cl a nd tran~mitted waves 

depe nd S on th~ P and !:; veloci tie s, d en s i tie sand angl e of 

incidence. The reflection coefficient is the ratio of 
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the a;nplitude of a reflected wave to thearnplitude of 

the inciden t wave, and m ay be de ri '..led usi ng the bounda r y 

conditions at the interface, which require continuity of 

displacement and stress across the interface. The 

e;q:>ressions for generalised reflection and transmission 

c oe f ficien ts are long, and have been de ri '..led by in an y 

aut ho r s, and tables of reflection and translnission 

coefficients for various values of velocity, density and 

incident anqles have been published. eerveny and Ravindra 

(1971 ) provide a comprehensi ve biblioqraphy to these. 

The conversion of P · .... aves to S waves is generally 

small at the low angles of incidence occurring in 

reflection profiling. At solid-solid interfaces this is 

between 'il-5% for incident angles up to 30 0 , but S \<Iave 

con '..le r si 0 n ism u ch CJ rea t e r i f the m e (H u III is fl i u d an r1 

m a y re;3c h 20~. The expression for the calculation of 

reflectio n coefficients can be considerably simplified if 

S wave conversion is ignored, and a ray tracing system 

becomes muc h simpler as a syste m for tracing P waves 

o n1 y is requi red. 1'he ray tr aci ng s ys tern £0 r re flec tion 

prof iles described in the next ch ,!pter ignore s S wave 

co nversion. The qreatest error in ignorin1 S wave 

convers ion is a t fluid-solid interfaces, the sea bed in 

marine profilin1. 

The e xpression for reflection coefficient i9norin'J 
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S wave conversion is: 
;02 jv2i~ - sin~8 

R12 
;0, sin2 8 = 
,.02 + jv2i~ - sin2 8 
;0, - s in20 3.11 

( eq 'Jfficer 1953) where R12 is the reflection coefficient 

between media 1 and 2 for a wave incident in medium 1,;0 

and \I are the density and seismic velocity in the medium, 

and e is the an')le of incidence. R2l = -R12, and for a 

stack of n interfaces at any an<J1e the combined 

reflection coefficient for a wav e transmitted throuq'n 

the upper layers, reflected at the nth interface and 

retran3:nitted thro uqh the upper layers is: 

The expression for reflection coefficient, 3.11, 

applies to a sharp interface. 1\ transitional interface 

generally reduces the amplitude of the reflection. 

Clo'lles et ,'ll (1968 ) sho'll th:lt for a Hono-type interface, 

Cl lin0ar transition layer 1/4 'll .:lvelen<".Jth thick would have 

a reflection coefficient ten ti m es le ss than th ,'2 

refLection coefficient from a s h arp interface, and ;~ 

linear tra:1sition layer one wa velength thick would 

reduce the reflection coefficient by a'::>out thirty times. 

3.3 At~~~n and Dis~ersio~ 

The form of a nlane-wave oulse travelling in a 

homogeneous, isotropic and ideally elastic '1'\ediul'I\ dooSS 

~~' __________________________ ~d 
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no t ch '3 nge wi th di stance tr avell ed, as the r e is no en er 'JY 

dissipated. If the :n e diu rn i san e 1 a s tic, a s are all 

natural materials to some extent, the for'11 of the J;lulse 

Attenuation is the change of the al1plitude 

spectrum of the pulse due to nissipation of ener ':jY, and 

dispersion is the change in the phase spectrum, so th3t 

each frequency component contributing to the oulse 

travels with a di fferen t phase veloci tv, an,j is 

attentJated to a different extent. 

A plane wave propa 'jatin,) in an anelastic medium has 

an attenu.3tion-disoersion factor of: 

3.13 

wh'2re Q(.. is the attenuation coefficient and K the 

dispersi on coefficient. ~ quantitative measure of 

abso r p ticn is given by the climensionless factor 0, which 

i s pro po r t ion a 1 tot her a t i 0 0 f the pe a ken erg y in .3 

periodic motion to the energy lost in a cycle. 

value of 0 imples .3 low value of absorp tion. 

related to cl.. by: 

where f = frequency 

11f 
Qv 

and V = velocit y. 

T\ hi 9 h 

(\ . 
'" 1 S 

3.14 

I\b sorption involves the transfer of vibrational 

enerqy of m'otion to hent. In liquids r:J.. is qenerally 

propotionDl to due to a vi seous a bsorp tion 

rneehanis lTl, and in solids ()(.. is qenerally proportional to i, 
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not ch::lnge with distance travell ed , as there is no ener-:JY 

jissipated. If the medium is anelastic, as .::l re all 

natural materials to SO.11e extent, the for'11 of the oulse 

will c nan ',Je. Attenuation is the change of th e allplitude 

spe ctrum of the pulse due to nissipation of enerqy, a nd 

d i spe r si on is the ch a ng '2 in the phase spectrum, so th31t 

eac h frequency component contributing to th e oulse 

travels with a di fferen t phase veloci tv, an·] is 

attenl,lated to a di ff erent extent. 

A plan ~ wave propaJatinl in an anelastic med ium has 

a n attenuation-disoersion factor of: 

ei (k+ioc.) x 3.13 

wh'::!re (j.. is the attenuation coefficient a nd K the 

dispersi on coefficie nt. ~ quantitative measure of 

a bsc>rp tion is giv e n by the cUmensionle ss factor 0, which 

i s I? r 0 iJ 0 r t ion Cl 1 tot her a t i 0 0 f the pe a k e n erg y in .;1 

reri odic motion to the e nergy lost in a cycle. 

value of 0 imples .3 low value of a bsorp tion. 

r ela ted to (/... by: 

where f = frequency 

TIf 
Qv 

a nd V = velocity. 

A high 

("\ . 
" 1 5 

3.14 

/\b S orpHon involves the transfer of vib rat io n.;\l 

e ner'1Y of m'otion to heRt. In liquids 0( is qenerally 

propotionnl to due to a vi ~ C 0 U ~ .~ b S 0 r p t ion 

rnechanis1n, a nd in solids ()I.. is qenerally proportional to f , 
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due to a soli d fric tion a t ten ua tion ill echani sm. The 

attenuation in sea water is very low, a~out 10- 3 dB km-l 

at 100 Hz (Thorp 1(65), which is l(ij2 - 10 3 times less 

than earth attenuation, and can qenerally be ign ':::>red. 

Saturated sea bottom sediments have 0( proportional to fn 

where n is qenerally qreater than 1; 

r epo r t s n = 1.79. 

Snumway (l96~) 

The value of Q generally increases '."ith depth in 

the crust (attenuation decreases). Marine sediments 

down to about 300 m may have a Q of 10-25 (Tullos & Reid 

1969), and l'1cDon-31 et a1 (1958) report aO value of 30 

for an upper Cretaceous shale at depths less than 300 :no 

o'3rien & Lucas (1971) find Q values of 20-200 for 

3 00- 3;k100 m deep sections. va1 ue s of (1 for the whole 

crust have been estimated as 300 by Clo'lles & Kanasewich 

(1972) and as 260 by Press (1964). 

Attenuation measurements in the field and in the 

la:,oratory have shown that for P waves in dry rocks ex 

varies linearly with frequency (eq rvicDona1 et a1 1953: 

O'13rien & Lucas 1971). The existence of measura~le 

dispersion is disputed: Wuenschel (1965) showed that a 

s m all amount of dispersion existed in l'1cDonal et a.1's 

measurements, but O'!3rien anti Lucas found no significant 

dispersion in an anal ysi s of well lo<]s. 



wIthout 
disp~rsion 

wIth 
dispersion 

Fig.3.3 

2 3 

Propagation of a spike pulse showing waveforms at land 3 seconds 

in the presence of attenuation with and without dispersion 

s~conds 

Seismic wave Illotion is generally assumed to be 

linear, for example Gullen (1963) and Ewinq, Jardet s ky & 

Press (1957) and if this is so the pr e sence of 

at tenua tion dem and s the pr esence of di sper sion in orde r 

to get a causal arrival of the pulse, which is necessary 

for real physical processes. Attenuation without 

dispersion would give a pulse spread about the arrival 

time (Fig. 3.3). Using the aSSUlTI ption of a li near 

at tenua tion ,1lechani sm and the Pri nci pIe of Cau s ali t y th~ 

disp~rsio!l coefficient K(f) may be calculated from the 

attenuation coefficient <x(f), as by Futterman (1962) 

who uses h 11 • t e K r a mer s- K r 0 nl 9 dispersion re 1 a t ion s hip, 0 r 

by Strick (1970) who uses a Hilbert transform method. 

F u t te rm an show s tha t the phase veloci t y and at tenua tion 

are re 1 a t ~ d by: 

3.15 

where v is the phase velocity at frequency f, and Vo the 

p hase velocity at frequency f o' so if the phase velocity 

is knov.Jn at one frequency it can be calculated for other 

frequencies. K(f) is then the dispersed wavenumber: 

K ( f) = 2 TT flv ( f) 3.16 

In the freauencv band 1-150 Hz the dispersion calculated 
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Fig. 3.4 

Diffractions 
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by this method should be 3% for a Cl = 50. This has 

little effect on arrival times for the relatively short 

times of interest in reflection orofilinq, but has a 

sig ni fican t ef fec t on the shape and causali ty of the 

reflected pulse. 

3. 4 D i f f r act ion 

Oi f f r ac tion is a re flec tion phenom enon which gi ve s 

hyperbolic echo · profile. It is not a regular 

reflection, and occurs in the vi ci ni ty of any 

irregularity or discontinuity in an interface, such as a 

fault, when the radius of curvature of an interface is 

of corn parable or smaller size than the seismic 

w,3veleng the Pig. 3.4 shows an example of a reflection 

profile with many hyperbolic diffraction echoes. 

Diffraction cannot be predicted by ray theory, as 

the wave · nature of seismic waves is involved in an 

e ssen tial wa y. Diffractions are di fficult to synthsize 

for this reason~ Trorey (1970) and Hilterman (1970) have 

produced methods for synthesis of diffractions using 

surface integrals, but for a constant . velocity and a 

single interface. The modelling system in the next 

cha p ter ignores the generation of diffractions, as it is 

based on ray tracinq, not wave theor~ 

Huygens' Principle can be used to visualize the 
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Source Receiver 
p r ocess of di ff r action. Co nsider a source, rece i ver , a n ,j 

a s u rfa c e S ( Fi g. 3. 5) . Ev e ry poi nt o f S that receives 

energ y fr o m the sou rc e act s as a so~rce of secondary 

wave l ets, and sends ou t e nergy i n all directions. The 

S e n vel ope of all the seconda r y waves fo r aIl po i n t s on 

the sur fa c e i s the new 'N a ve fr o !I t. If S i s pl a ne and ') f 

Fig. 3.5 
i n fin i tee x ten t the sec 0 n d a r y VI a v e l e t s fro m all 00 i n t s 

The process of diffraction and Huygens' Principle. 
on the s u rface will add u p in 'Jhase to a give a 

reflected 'Nave wi th eq u a l angles of indicence anj 

re fl e c t ion. An i r req ulari t y in s ItJ ill cause an 

.~-----
i rr e g ularit y in the envel0 ge o f s econdary waves an1 

p ro d uce di ff raction p he no'11e n.3. The '3i ffra c t i on a ppea rs 

Fig. 3.6 
t o ema nate from th is ir reg ul arity, b u t is oroduceJ G'! 

(a) True section cO :1 trib u ti o :1S f ro ill t he whole o f S. Th i s means that a 

point ca nno t pr od uce a rh ffra c tioni any surface must 

have dime n s i ons co~ pa r abl e to or grea t er tha:1 the 

wa velength to ha v e 3 si \) nificant res pon se. A poi nt 

reflector th a t 'Jives di ffracti o ns is in re ality a surface 

wit h a very small radi u s o f c u r v at ur e. 

(b) Reflection profile in absence of diffractions. Di f frac tio n p he nomena 

Diffractions smooth the continuity of a reflection 

profile, distri but in'l any sharp c h anges in ,] l1olitu 'le over 

------~---.",..... ..... ........ 
,..'" .... ,.. .... a larger The in the section in 3.G 

IVouldiJrod uce a discon t in uous orofi l e in th ,= abse nce of 

diffractio l1 Si these te nrj to lo i n UP the sec tiol1s, the 

Cc ) Reflection profile with diffractions 
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two changes in slope actin,) ·)s point di ffractors. Fault 

planes ca~ often be recognised by their associated 

d i f f r act ion s. 

There are two branches of a di ffraction from each 

diffractinq point or edge, although one branch may be 

masked by Cl reflection; the left hand branch of the 

diffraction from the upper diffractin l) point in Fig. 3.6 

may be masked by the stron,]er reflection, especially if 

the source signature is lon':]. The two branches of a 

diffraction from a di ffracting point are identical, 

w he r ea s a di f fr ac tion from the edge of a re nectar of 

otherwise infinite lateral extent in and out of the plane 

of the section will have a phase shift of . 180 0 between 

the two diffraction branches (Trorey 1970), so . the 

diffractions generated by points and edges could be 

d i s ti n,) ui shed. If the reflector is not of infinite 

lateral extent out of the olane of the section, but has 

an ou t-of- pl ane convexi ty, thi s could al so ac t as a poin t 

diffractor, as the seismic system senses out-of-?lane 

contributions, and this would tend to enhance the 

on-going branch of the diffraction and diminish the 

r ever se br anch. This may explain why a reverse branch 

is rarely seen except with point di ffractors, and could 

also account for the often high all. pli tude of 

d i f f r act ion s. 
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Trorey (1970) showed t hat at the ed q e 0 f a 

reflector, the diffracted wave is identical to the 

reflection and initially has half the amplitude. This can 

be used to determine the position of a diffracting edge. 

The diffraction amplitude decreases \¥ith distance from 

the diffracting point at a rate much faster than that 

predicted by geometric srreadinq • 

A diffraction curve has a steeper variation of 

range wi th di stance (slo pe ) than any other geological 

The shape of the curve may be used as a rough 

estimate of velocities above the diffractinq point, but 

this is not very accurate as the shapes of the curves 

vary little with velocity and a lot with vertical 

exag<Jeration of the profile. Fig. 3.7 shows diffraction 

curves which I computed by ray tracing for 1 km of sea 

w ate r, the nave loci t Y 0 f either 2.5, 3.0 or 3.5 -1 km s , 

for di fferent depths and vertical exag·:jerations. The 

curves may be corn pared wi th real profiles by matching 

apex curvature and asymptotic slope, but Fig. 3.7 shows 

that there is little difference between the curves Eor 

each veloci ty anj a lot of di fference wi th chan'je in 

vertical exaggeration, which can be caused by chan~es in 

s hip speed, or sweep and pape r speed of the recorde r, 

and is difficult to determine accuratel~ 
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3.5 Mul til?les 

plane horizont al interfaces 

The C}eneration of mUltiples from plane, horizontal 

reflectors is simple to visualize in terms of ray ;)aths. 

~ultil?le reflections in this case will travel along the 

same paths as primary rays and occur at multioles of the 

primary travel time. It is possible to qenerate a 

continuous succession of In ul tiples from any model, the 

am pli tudes decreasing and travel time inceasing fo r 

s uccessi ve In ul tiples. 

An ex am pIe showin9 the relative a'll pli tudes of 

primary and multiple reflections for a simple marine 

three layer system is shown in Fiq. J.B. The r.l'llplitudes 

are approximate, and include only the effects of 

geometrical sprea ':Hnq and reflection , coefficients, and 

the layers are equally spaced, Only the first multiple 

has been considered. 

The first water wave multiple in Fig. 3.8 is 

stronqer than the primary reflection from the lower 

layers, but other multiples are very low amplitude. The 

water layer multiple is usualy the stronqest multiple in 

re fl ec tion pr ofi! es as the re flection coe f ficien t at the 

water-air interface is -1. t;"iater multiples can qenerally 

be di stinquished from primary reflections and 

inter sedimentary multiples by their travel times and 
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Fig . 3. 9 A r~corded profile with a strong sub-bottom r eflector,reflection 

paths and calculated relative amplitude of reflections, from ray path 

spreadi ng and reflection coefficients. Reflection coefficients ~re 

estimated f rom primary reflection ampiitudes, and used to calculate 

mUltiple amplit ud es f or t he ray paths shown. 
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also frequ~ncy content, as 3ttenuation i s less in 'Ilater 

than the earth, so water layer mUltiples retain l-ji1 h 

frequency corn ponen ts. Velocity analyses can distinguish 

m ultiples by their moveout veloci ties. Water layer 

multiple s are a nuisance on reflecti0n records 3S they 

can mask deeper reflectors, but stacking of records can 

be used to attenuate multiples. 

, ~1ultiple amplitudes :llay become unexpectedly high in 

the situation where there are many ~ossible multi ple 

paths having the same travel times. 

In ter sedim enta ry m ul tiples have signi fi can t 

am pli tucles only when the sub-bottom re fl ection 

coefficients are high, which occurs only rarely. An 

exam pI e of a re flec tion pr ofile wi th a st rong sub-bo t tom 

reflector, and its effect on intersedimentary multiples 

i s show n in Fig. 3.9. The sec tion is a tr ue am pli tude 

profile from the eastern Mediterranean, with horizontal 

reflectors. The strongest primary reflections are the 

sea bed (1) at 1.3 s, and a sub-bottom , reflector (2) at 

1.8 s wi th a weaker reflection between them. There are , 

water layer multiples at 2.6 sand 3.1 s and there is 

a not her re fl e c t ion a t 3. 6 s. Even with this strong 

sub-bottom reflector, there is no vi sible 

intersedimentary mUltiple between reflectors I and 2 at 

2.3 s. This is explained by the amplitudes of the 
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prim i'l ries and m ul ti pI es cal c ula ted fr 0-11 the ra y pa ths 

and reflection coefficients. The am pli tud e of the 

intersedimentary multiple at 2.3 s \.,roul d be 0.05 times 

t he am pli tude of the sea bed re flection, and is lost in 

the noi se. Th e calculated sea bed multiple amplitude is 

twice this, and is visible at 2.6 s. The calcul a ted 

amplitude of the multiple at 3.1 s is about twic e the 

calculated 3mplitude of the 2.6 s multiple as it has a 

contribution from two travel Daths. Th e m ul ti pI e at 3.6 

s is visible as it has a contribution from three paths. 

DiE£!~ and curved interfaces 

When reflectors are not horizont al the situation is 

m or e com pli ca ted. The multiples ge nerated by a dippin -j 

plane reflector are drawn in Fig. 3.10a r:l nd b. The 

multi ples have different ray paths from the pril1ary 

reflection, a nd the travel times of the multi ple s fr O-ll 

di ppin q reflectors are not exact multi ple s of the 

p rimary travel times; the first multi ple in Fig. 3.1 0a 

would have a travel time 2cos rJ,., times the primary tr ave l 

time, and the second multiple in Fig. 3.1Gb \.,ro ul d '1ave a 

travel tim e (4cos 2
c( -1) times the primary tr ave l time. 

For a dip of 10 0 , this \.,rould reduce t he first multi ple 

travel time by 1.5 %. The re are simil a r expressions for 

higher ord e r multiples, a nd the time ,.Ufferenc e between 

s ucc e ss i ve multi ples ge ts proqres s ively sho r ter. 
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r'1ultiples \.vith paths other than in the water layer have 

no simple relationship between angles of dip and travel 

time, and multiple paths and times have to be determined 

by ray tracing. Examples of multiples in a two layer 

dipping system of plane reflectors are shown in Fig. 

3.l0c and d. 

Each water layer multiple will have an opposite 

sign to the preceeding multiple, as the water-air surface 

has a reflection coefficient of approximately -1. This 

can be seen on the autocorrelation of a profile (Anste y 

1960). This al so applies to any inter sedimentary 

ill ultiples, if the acoustic impedance of each layer is 

greater than the one above it, as the reflection 

coefficient for an upgoin '':J ray is ne gative. 

The ray tracing system described in Cha p ter 4 

calculates only water layer multiple reflections, as 

intersedimentary !11ultiples are qenerally weak. There are 

models of the profile in Fig. 3.9 in Chapter 5 ( Fig. 5.1), 

one with only water layer multiple reflections, and the 

other with inter sedimentary !11 ul ti pIes al so. The 

inclusion of intersedimentary multiples h3S little effect 

on the profile, even with a stronq sul;)-bottom reflector, 

so the er ror in li m i ti ng the modelli n'J sys tem to the 

calculation of water layer multiples is small. 
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CHAPTER 4 

A REfLECTION PROFILE t-'10DELLING SYSTEIVl 

4.1 Introduction 

This ch.::lpter describes a modelling system for 

seismic reflection profiles. It is two-dimensio1131, -3nd 

uses the zero order solution of the asymptotic ray 

series as a hasis for ray tracinq, and can be used \",ith 

arbitrary shaped interfaces. The layers have consta:1t 

P ro?e r tie s of veloci t y, densi t y and at tenua tio!!, DU t the 

method could be extended t o include c o ntinuously varyinl 

properties. As m a ny effec ts as pos si ble ar e Cl Jded to 

the basic ray tracing system for amplitude calculations: 

the so urce func tion, receiver response, geometrical 

spreading -3nd curved interface al1lJlitude effects, 

reflection and refraction, attenuation an::] dispersion. 

The main limi tatio:1 is the inability of any ray 

theoretical methods to model diffractions. A secon(:l-3ry 

limitation is that this system has not been extended to 

s yn the si ze pr ocessed record s. 

Modelling systems for reflection profilin·.j ~ave 

been developed by various authors, but all the systems 

have limitations: Taner et al (1970 ) produced a [ay 

tracinq system and travel time calculations but no 

am ?li tude calculations: Hilterman (1970) and Dunkin & 
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Levin (1971) produced th ree-di m en sional reflection 

profile modelling systems, but for one layer only -- a 

constant velocity section do'",n to a sinqle reflector, 3.nd 

Dunkin & Levin do not calculate amplitud '2S; Dobecki 

(1973) produced three-dimensional models for arbitrary 

velocity distributions but limited to plane reflectors 

and no am pli tude calculations. 

4.2 The ray-tracing system 

Basis 

The basis of the ray-tracinq system is the zero 

order sol ution of the asym ptotic ray series, the 

geometrical optics solution (Chapter 3.1 ) . For a velocity 

distribution which is dependent on depth only, as with 

plane horizontal layers ora continuou s velocity function 

which varies '",ith depth, the basis of ray tracinq is the 

par am e tric eq ua tion: 

p = sin8/ v 4.1 

w here v is veloci ty and e is the anqle of a ray to the 

ver tical. If velocity is also a function of lateral 

position the parametric equation is not vali d and Snell's 

law is used as a basis for ray tracinq: 

constant = sin'Y/v 4.2 

where \jJ is the an'11e to the normal at an interface. This 

reduces to the parametric equation for hori zontal layers. 
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Shah (1973) has Drese nt ed an algorithm for ray 

tracin l ) for arbitrary interfaces in three7'"dimensions. 

The interfaces are stored as , 901yn0l11ials, and 

d cte rm i na tion of the poin t of in te r sec tion of a ra y and 

a n inter face involves the sol u tion of a pol ynomial. The 

ray tracinq syste m described here stores interfaces as 

coordinates of horizontal distance ( x ) and .jepth ('I) and 

finds points of intersection of rays and interfaces by a 

single iterative al,)orithm, not by the sol ution of 

polynomials. This makes ray tracin9 simpler and fastere 

Interfuce Represe ntation 

l\n interface is a step change in properties of a 

medium, such as velocity, density or attenuation, of 

which velocity is the only one that affects the ray 

tracing system. ,.., 

The interface may be inout eit her as discrete ( x,v) 

coordinates or as continuou s sectio:1s of straight lines 

or ~ircles, from which discrete coordinates can be 

calculated. A straight line section needs two coordinalE' 

pairs to define it, and .:l circle section needs two 

coordinate pairs anti a centre or three coordinate pairs. 

The 'I coordinate is then calculated at fixed intervals of 

K. 1'hc )( interval is var:iable, dependinr-t on tl)c 

resolution req uir ed, An est i m at ion 0 f the x in t er va1 can 

be obtained by look inq at the area of the (~ blA",o/e 



Fig. 4.1a 

The effect of an interface on a ray 
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Fig. 4.1b 

P(x ,y) 

Successive approximations of the point (x,y) ( 1, 2, 3 ••• ) 

to the point of intepsection of a pay with an intepfB~e (x1,Y1 ) 
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(Ch30ter 3.1), which is hun (jreds of ,netres for 

frequences of 10-100 Hz and distances of a 

kilometres. An x interval of 0.1 km has beel1 fou,,;) 

adequate for airCJun records. The v values ar e then 

smoothed to ~roduce a continuous reflector and t he 

:)radient of the reflector calculated at ea'ch ?oint. 

Althouqh this is contrary to normal practice in ray 

tracing, where interfaces are input as a series of points 

and polynomials are fitted to the ?oints, it has the 

advantage that interfaces with comolicatec1 shapes C3Cl be 

handled without the necessity of solving high order 

polynomial equations which is time consuming. The 

di sadvan taqe s are the qr ea ter st ro r ale space neejed fo r 

the interface points, 3lthough this can he written over 

in later calculations, 3nd 3lso that the interface s a re 

s to r ed as di screte poin t s, as distinct from th e 

continuous re?resentation by a polynomial eq u3tion. 

Intersection of a ~with an interface 

Con si d era ray in i t i ally at ( x 0' y 0) and a tan .:'In 'j 1 e 

eo to the vertical ( Fig. 4.1a). If the ve 1 0 c i t y in the 

layer is COClstant then the ray will travel in a straiqht 

line to the interface ~(x,y). The coor ::hnates 'Jf the 

intersection of the ray with the interface (xl'Yl) are 

usually found in ray tracinl systems by solving the 

equation of the ray (a straight line oassing throuqh ( xo' 
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y 0) wit h a =1 r ad i en t 9 i ve n b y eo ) wit h the po 1 y nom i a 1 

equation to the interface. This ray tracing system uses 

the followinq iterative algorithm to find (xl'Yl)' which 

i ni tiall y calculates the intersection 

v2rtically travelling ray, and then iteratively adjusts 

the calculated coordinates for the qradient of the ray 

a nd the shape of the in te r face. 

Initially set 

y = Yo 

and compute 

equation 4.3 is repeated with a new value of v each time, 

where y is the y coordinate of the point on tne 

il1terface correspondin) to x, the calculated x 

coordinate. Th point ( x,y) converges to the point (xl'Yl) 

( Fig. 4.1 b) and ten i t era t ion .s are g e ne r a 11 y s u f f i c i e n t. 

This is much faster than the solution of polynomials, but 

may not work if the dip of the interface exceeds 45''), 

but as a dip higher than this is rare on a real profile 

this is not a I) reat limitation. 

'l'he angle of the normal to the surface at (xl, Vl) 

to the vertical, (j..., is calculated fro-11 the qradient of 

ex =±tan-1Qsp 
6x 

4.4 

The sign is opposite to that of th e slope of the 

-

l_-----~--------d 
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interface. 

The incident Clngle, the angle of t he ray to the 

normal at the interface,~, is calculated from 6
0 

an '] 0<.: 

~. 5 

the 3 i g n i s ne .:p t i ve i f the ray un d nor m al h a ve 

gradients \vith the same sign, othen",ise Dositive ( Fil. 

4.1 a ) • 

1\ ray transmitted at the interface into the l aver 

with velocity Vl will have a refracted an<jle, '/)" gi ven by 

Snell ' s La ',.,,: 

= Si n 'Vo/v () 4.6 

The transmi tted ray has an angle to the vertic al , 

9 1, qi ven b y: 

91 = ~I + ex 4. 7 

'1' he si']n is nega tive if the ray a nd normal have 

grcdients with the same sign, otherwise positive. 

The eq ua tion s of the inciden t and tr an sm i t ted r a ys 

are calculated from their an'11es to the vertical and 

t h (l t the y pas s t h r 0 u q h the po i n t ( xl' Y 1) • The tr a ve l 

time of t h -2 ray in the layer i s ca 1 cuI Cl t e d fr 0 ,11 .. ' C.ne 

v eloci ty in th e layer: 

= 4.8 
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Extension to layers with continuously varying velocity 

Th~ straight line ray paths and the above equations 

assume a constant velocit~ A continuously varying 

velocity function will give a ray path that is a 

continuous curve. The curvature of a ray at any point 

depends on the gradient of the velocity function at that 

point, V(x,y). For a continuous velocity ' function which 

is depenr3ent on depth only, V(y), the parametric equation 

4.1 can be differentiated to ohtain a relationship 

between · the anqle of the ray to th 2 vertical and the 

velocity at any point, from with the ray path ca'1 be 

calculated: 

co se.de/ d y = p.dV/ d Y 4.9 

where d9/ dy is the curvature of the ray. 

4.3 Use of the ray-tracin9 system for a coincident 

source a nd receiver 

The :oo delling system develon~a in this chapter is 

for continuous seisnlic profiles, and the source and 

receiver will be assumed to be at the sa '11e poi nt, which 

is a valid aprroximatio:') for deep water profiles, \vhen 

the water depth is gre~t eornpelt.-ec'l with the source and. 

receivar of fs~t, 

ray t.racing system, as the rays ca." be aS$LPl1ej to travel 

to the reflector god o.;lck F.\lQng the S.5\rne l'lC1th, with the 



Fig. 4.2 
o 

A ray path when the dip of a reflector is greater than 45 
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ray normal to the reflecting interface. It ,nay not be 

valid in the presence of dips 'Jreater than 45 0 (Fig. 4.2) 

but exa.nples of this are rare. 

Ray theory assumes that the wave field can be 

decomposej into an infinite set of rayso In practice, 

this is usualy replaced by a partial ray expansion (eg 

Hron et a1 1974 ) so that only a limited l1umber of rays 

are used in the expansion. The conventional method of 

ray tr ad nq fo r thi s modelli n1 sys tern would be to tr ace 

a partial set of rays from the source and determine 

which of thenl returned to the source area. The problem 

with a partial ray exransion is the selection of rays to 

trace; som e of the rays INhich could re tu r n to the 

source area :nay be omitted, and to prevent this 

happening it is necessary to trace a large number of 

rays. 

Continuous profilin,) has the advantage that rays 

returner.l to the source area have the same travel path 

t 0 and fro m the re fl e c tor and are re fl e c t e d no en al to 

the reflector, and this is used to ,nake a faster ray 

tracing system. Rays ar e tr aced fr om pain ts on a 

reflector upwards, instead of from the · source to the 

reflector, with the initial direction of the ray '1orma1 

to the reflector. The ray is traced through the u:?per 

l ayers to the surface usinq eqL1.:1tions 4.3 to 4.8. This is 
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repeated at interval s al on g the reflector, on all 

r e fl e c tor s. Only a few of these rays reach the surface 

at a shot point, or within a tolerated rlistance of a shot. 

point, and these rays are collected for that sho t point. 

The spacing of rays traced alon,) a reflect.or 

determi nes th e accuracy of this method. F,ewer rays need 

to be traced i f it is po ssible to tolerate small errors 

introduced by interpolating rays in between th e traced 

rays if adjacent rays span a sh ot l)o int, and an 

interpolation can produce the ray that reaches the sh ot 

pain t. f\ sufficient number of rays must be traced 

originally so that this error is SlTI.::l1l7 a spac in '1 of (1). 1 

km along th e reflectors ?ro.Juces a suffic i ently dense 

ra y diagram for marine airgun recor ds. 

Fig. 4. 3 is an example of r ay tracinq for a 

t h r ee-l aye r mo del. This shows only hal f the rays tr aced 

for clarity. The ray s from equally-spa ced interf ace 

p oints d o not prod uc e rays .::It eq u all y-spaced surface 

p oin ts. Fij. 4.4 is a ray tracing sho' .... i n) th e coll ection 

of rays at eq ually-spaced s urface point s. 

The structure of the modell ing l)rogram is shown in 

Fig. 4.5. The ray- tracin'l Dart of the proqram is in the 

main program and subr outines SlJRFCE, fV\YSl and HAYS2. 

The s ubro utin e SlJRFCE calculates y coor din a t es for each 

x coordin.::lte at equal intervals of x alon ') interfaces, 
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INPUT DATA 

No. of layers. velocities, 
Interface coordinates 

".AIN PROGRAM 
SUBROUTINE 

Calculates ray paths by 
'following a .normally incident 
ray from an ~nterface to- the 
surf,ace. 

SURFACE 

Calcula tes y 
coord. from e~ 
x from input In data for each 
interface. 

,Calculates refl'ection ~e and 
am.I;li'tude .from ray paths.. , •• 
ray tubes. and reflection 
coefficients .• 

I Smooths Y coord. 
Calculates 
slopes dy/dx. 

'I I. 
t 

MAIN 

Calls; 

Call:s: 

Calls: 

1 
,STOP 

~ 

l~ 
I! 

I 

SUBROUTINE RAYSl 
Plots ray paths at equally ' spaced 

:intervals along'lnterf.aces. 

SUBROUTINE RAYS2 
P:lots r.a;y paths ,at equally spaced 

surface intervals 

,SUBROU'l'INE ,PROFIT 

'~ 'P,lots reflection profile with ,a spike 
(~ ~ II arrival ., s'howing ·tillles and .amplitudes 

11 .> < 

SUBROUTINE PROFIL 

Plots complete reflec
tion profil, taking 
reflection times and 

> E amplitudes from MAIN, 
and frequency dependent 
factors from FREQ. 

SUBROUTINE FREQ 

For each arrival 
calculates effect 
of source, 
receiver, 
attenuation and 
dispersion in 
frequency domain, 
combines these 
then transforms 
into time 
domain as an 
arrival. 

Fig. 4.5 The logical structure of the modelling program. 
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attenuation separately using reflection .311plitudes fro ·11 

the top and the underside of an interface, but this 

demands fl at laye r sand ve r y care ful pr ocessin;]. 

Otherwise, attenuation values must be inspireo guesses, 

and adjusted to fit the data. 

The s o urce function and receiver response IS 

calculated or measured as in Chapter 2. The far field 

source function in the absence of interfaces is the 

basic in p ut for the source function, anrJ the electrical 

receiver response and the spatial parameters of the 

array number and spacing of hydrophones is the 

r ecei ve r res ponse inpu t. The r]epths of the so urce anj 

receiver are also needed to calcul.:lte the sea su rface 

reflection ef fec ti these are usuall y measured 

continuously. 

Travel time and a mplitude modelling 

;"looe11i n '1 is divider'! into two parts, travel time 

m od e lli ng and ,1'T1 pH tud,~ mo"e11i nq. Travel time modellin] 

is relatively simple and fast, involvin'J little fTlore than 

ray tracing, and can be used for structural purp03es 

determ ining the effects of dip and str uctures on a 

profile. /\m pH tude calculation is com plex and slo ' . ."er, 

involvin:j the calculation of many frequency dependent 

effects and is used to elucidate properties of the 

subsurface by comparison of the amplitude 3nd 'Naveform 
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shape of models with real ~)[ofiles. 

4.5 Travel tim~odelling 

The on ·2- way travel time of a ray in each layer is 

calculated using equation 4.8, and the travel times for 

each layer are sumiTled to qive the travel time of the 

ray. The travel times for lll the b.:'lsis of the trac e 

received by a shot point. Two basic ;3mplitude effects 

are calculated for each arrival, and these are used with 

travel times to synthesize a spike profile fo r 

structural modelling. The amplitude effects are ray path 

spreading and reflection coefficients, which are 

independent of frequency and rapid to compute. 

The ray path spreading effect on amplitude is 

calculated by tracinq a ray tube for each .:)rri val; a ray 

one i the r si d e 0 f t 11 ear ri v ~ 1 ray Cl n d :I t a fi x e d Sill all 

anqle to the arrival ray is traced from the surface to 

the reflector. 'I'he di stance betwe e n the two rays at th~ 

reflector is the diameter of the ra,! tube, and is a 

measure of t.he wavefront area of t he tube (Fi g. 3.1). 

'l'his is inversely proportional to the amplit ud e of the 

arrival due to ray p(~th SPt'e adin'J (C hapter 3.1) so by 

comrarison of the diameter of th G ray tubes, rel ati ve 

amplitudes C c1n be caleul·;lted. 

calcul ated at a foous ldyray tracing, as the wavgft;onl:. 
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I area of the ray tube would be zer o, which predicts an 

infinite al1plitude. The p~ase change associa t ed wi t h the 

passaqe of a ray through a focal pl a ne or cau s tic 

s urface (Chaoter 3.1 ) must be inclu ':Jed ',v hen the 

f r eq ue ncy depe nd e nt effec ts on amplitude are calculated 

(Se c tion 4.6 ) . 

The re fl e c t ion co e f f i c i e n tat ea chi n t e r f -3 c,~ i ,'3 

calc ul ated usi n'j values of veloci ty and density on eith '~r 

_r- s i de of th e inter face, and the inci de nt a ngl e . 

conversion is ignored and equation 3.11 usej. The 

combined reflection coefficient for the ray pa th is 

c alculated by equation 3.12. 

Ray tube tracing -3 nd re fl ec tio'1 coeffici en t 

t=t-
calculation is done by the main pro]ram ( Fi g. 4.5). The 

s ubroutin e PROFIT collects th e tr a v e l tim es an) 

app roximate amplit.udes for all the ray s arri vin g a t the 

s hot points and plots th e r e fl ec tio!1 profile obta in 'cd 

I 
I 

fr om this with arrivals s hown as spik es of various 

a fTl pli tude s. Fig. 4.6 is an ex am pI e of thi s , cor re spon d i n,) 

to th e ray tracin<J models of Fiqs. 4.3 .Jnd 4.4. 'rh2 

s tru c tur e see n on the pr o f il e JDpea rS very different to 

the ge olo 'jical model, s ho 'Ni ng the us e of tr a v e l til11 e 

:l1 od elli ng. The sea bed anticline appei'.lrs 'Nider than on 

the mod e l an ,j the syncline na rr O'Ner and the buri ed fOCU :3 

of the sync lin e causes mor e than one r eflec tion from the 
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sea bed to be received at the shot points above the 

bur i e d f 0 c us. The lower two interfaces appear curved 

because of the effect of the upper curved interface. 

Travel time modelling is fast; the model in Fig. 4.6 took 

about 1 s of CPU time on an IBM 370/165. 

4.6 Amplitude modelling 

Complete synthesis of reflection profiles require s 

the calculation of the amplitude and INaveform shaDe for 

each arrival. It includQS the effects of multiple 

reflections, attenuation, dispersion, the source and the 

r ecei ve r in to the modelli ng system. The freguenc y 

dependent factors are slow to compute, as each effect 

needs to be corn puted for each freguency considered. 

Including these effects in the calculations increases thQ 

computing time by twenty to thirty times, so full 

reflection ?rofile modelling is usually only executed 

when the structure has been finalised us in=J travel-time 

m odelli ng. 

The s ubroutine PIWFIL is the controllin '1 subroutine 

for a:nplitude modellin<]. It takes t lle ray pa th s, trailel 

times anj frequency independent basic a ;nolitude effects 

of ray path s?readin'j ':lnd reflection coefficients fro,11 

the :nain pr09ram, and initiates th e genera tion of 

multiple reflections and frequency dependent amplitude 
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e f f cc t s. 

f'ol ultiple Reflections 

The su~routine :'I1UL'l'I 'Jcnerates ,nultiple reflection s 

from pr im a ry arrivals. The calculatio:1s are approximate 

as the exact qenerat ion of multiples would requir e a 

serarate multiple ray-tracing system, which '..,ould 'Je 

110re complicated anj time consumin ·l. 

assumptio:1s are 'l1ade, which are of limited validity: 

1. 'l' h e 'N ate r 1 a ye r :n u 1 ti p 1 e i s the 0 n 1 y rn u 1 tip 1 e \", i t h a 

shnificant aiTlr:>litude. This is usually vali d exc'3pt i n 

areas with high s ub-bottom reflecti '.)n coefficient s. 

( C ha p t 12 r 3. 5) • 

2. The multiple D.:l th is composed of the pri mary 

refl ect ion :::>a th and one or more primary water lay e r 

pa t h s. This is stric tly only valid for flat reflectors, 

but i s good ,J.pproximatio'1 fo r 10 \<1 an ·J le s of 

d i D. ( C h apt e r 3. 5 ) • 

~1U LTI adJs s ucc esssive water layer travel pa th s to 

primary reflection paths 31V1 calculates the reduction in 

amplit ude -Jue to rDy pa th sprcJai ng und reflection for 

The leneru tion of s llcc essive multinlc s i s 

stopped Iv!lcn t.he amplit ud e falls belo',." ;) fixed val ue or 

the trav el time of the next multiple wo ul d e xcecj that 

of the sec tion to be plot ted. 
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Freq uency domain calculations 

F req uency dependen t ef fec ts .:lr e calcula ted in th'~ 

frequency dom ain. Each effect is calculated separately, 

then they are combin2d .:md transformed into the time 

domain. The orocess of freque;1cy domain multiplication 

alld then fast Fourier transformatio:1 ( FFT) i s equivalent 

to time j'Jrnai n con volutio :1, and is "lone because it is 

n ucll faster and !Jecause tl1e att e nuation-dis per s io:1 

effect is calculated in the frequency do;nain. Thl? 

relative times of the processes Eor an n poi nt series 

a re: 

frequency domain multiplication: time pr o portio(1:1l 

to n: 

Ff'I': ' time ~roportio :l .:'ll to nlogn: 

time .]oll.1in convolution: tim e pr o~o r tional 2 to ,., • 

The relativ'2 times for the time and frequ e n.:::y clomain 

processe s Eor a 512 point series is a"Jout 11 0. :1. 

The nU 1nber of poi nt s use d in the series derenj s 0(} 

the frequency ban.] of interest, a nd the tifTIe d ur ation of 

the arrival ne e rJed. If we are interesU:~d in freou e ncie3 

up to a freq uency F[\I an ,] aSSLJ ,n0 th .3t freauenci e s a~ ov e 

F 'I ace n:)t present, then ,-.; 

4.1 rJ 

where Ll t is the time interval betWeen Doints in the ti me 

Jomain. The illllnher of points, n, nee'1 0 :1 is qiven b y 
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n.6t = T 4.11 

where T is the time duration of the arrival. The s?3cinq 

of poi nts in the frequency domain is given hy 

4.12 

and 

4.13 

FN is called the Nyq ui st frequency. The points above the 

. Nyquist frequency are the complex cO:lj uga tes of the> 

points below the Nyquist frequency, wi th the CQ+l+ ~\ ) th 
2 

point corresponding to th,2 Cn.+l-l\) th ':Joint for an even n. 
2 

The value of the FN used d2oen '1s on the highest 

us e £ul fr eq uency in the reflection Hi :Jh 

resolution sparker pr ofilinq may have useful frequencies 

up to 20~ Hz (Lucas 1974). Deeper profiling neejs 

sources with energy concentrated in ·3 lower freauencv 

band, as th '2 attenuation increases with distance 

travelled in the earth and is fo r 

frequencies. The airg un records :nod e lle.1 here have PI\] 

chosen as 167 flz, which corresponds to a samplin-] 

interval, 6t, of 3 ·.ns (cquatio:1 4.1 0) . The source 

waveform was calculated a t Cl 3ami;llin'1 interval of 1 llS, 

1 0 'N pas s f il t ere d ."1 t bel 0 'N 1 6 7 H z tor e d u c 2 al i a sin '1 :1 :\ .) 

resampled :1t 3 ~s. 

The nU lnber of points use ,] tJepen ,::'!s on 6t and the 

tot a 1 t i m e :J u rat ion 0 f the w a ve for ID ( e q U a t ion 4.11 ). The 
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airgun waveforms .:lre as s ufTled to ha v e a 'llaxim um le:1gth 

o f G. 5 s, w h i c h '1i v e s n as 167. 

Th e re are three additional proble :l1s in choosinj th e 

v al ue of n. 

1. The f ir st is that FF'r routines are 'll uch faster \."hen 

n is a power of 2; a 256 point (2 a) transform is about 

t en times as fast as a 1 6 7 point transform, so it is 

a ·jva n tag eo u s to expand the 1 6 7 point se ries to 256 

poin ts by ad rJ i n'1 points with a va lu e of zero to t h9 en-i 

of the 167 poin t series. This ha s no effect on the shape 

frequency spectrum of the time series, but 

increases the number of poin ts in the fre q uency 

spectrum, gi vin 'J a smaller freauency interval betioleen 

point s ( eq ua tion 4.12 ) . Th e incr ease in fre a uency d OfTl ain 

;n ulti plicatio n ti rr.e wi th the lon,,]er series i s n'Jt .=.is 

)reat as the de crea se in transform a tion tim e. 

2. The se cond problem is inher e nt in ' ;)oin,:] convolution 

by trequ;?ncy do main oper ati ons. The source wa vefor m is 

l en') th e ned by the effects of attenuation-dispersion, the 

line receiver effect, the sea surface r e flectiuns a nd th ,~ 

e l ec tric ,) l response of the rcceivpr. If all the se 

effec t. s 'Ne r e combinen :) y convolution in the time dom.)in, 

the waveform v/ould len}then eJ , as 

convolution of the two se ri es of len'1th a and b, for 

e ;{ a .l1 p 1 e, '1 i v e san e w se ri e S 0 fin c rea se :1 le n'1 t h a 1- ~-l. 



(a) 

t = ° th . n po~nt 

(b) 

t = ° 

Fig. 4 . 7 A received waveform of the t ype in (a) calculat ed by 

FFT, multipl ication and FFT, is a periodic waveform (b ) , and has a 

non-causal precursor before the arrival time of the waveform t = 0, 

due to the non-zero tail of the waveform. 
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Experimental tLne domain convolutio:ls of the 167 point 

wa ve for ln with t he above effects ga ve a receive<"l 

waveform a l)out 200 poi nt s long, at , which Doint the 

amplitu ().:~ had decreased to less than 10- 3 of the maximu!n 

am pH tude. 

Convolution by frequency domain operations does not 

all 0 '."" for any extension in the waveform lenjth. 

a longer received waveform by frequency domain ope ratio:l 

the 1 0 7 DO i n t so u r c e w a v e for m m us t bye x ten j e d l) Y 

adjinq zeros to a length at least as Jreat as the 

expected rec e ived waveform, before it is transform ed 

into the frequency do ma in. An exte nsion from 167 to 256 

points is ,s ufficient for the airgun s ystem. 

3. The third pr oblem is caused 'Jy tryinJ to describe 

continuous . data by discrete sam ples, as tim e and 

f r e que n c y do m a i n 0 per a t ion s are 0 n 1 y e x a c tl y eg u i v ale n t 

f or continuous Jata. The r es ult of discrete samplinj 

was to rroduce ca usality problems, c:\n ,] this almost 

caused 'l1 ,~ to have to '/Jork in the time ;:'Iomai n, usinl a 

g re.Jter amount of com p utin 'J tim e • 

. "'. ca usal ti'Tle series is zer o before .) certain time. 

The f'ourier transforms used are discrete, a nd pe ri od ic; 

for e xam ple a received wavefor 'l1 of th e tyre in F i r~ . 4. 7a, 

with .3 non-zero tail, transformed from tile frc0uencv 

dom.Jin is a ~;e rio .jically repetitive '..v3ve[orm as in f i g. 

~-~----------__________ l_· ____________________ ~~, 
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4.70, anj would !Je non-causal- there is no finite arrival 

time before which the waveform is zero. 

The source waveform usec1 is of finite lenqth anJ 

uS it has be2n low ?3SS Eiltered it can be represente~l 

reasono~ly accurately (n'J t pe r fec tl v ::\s the fil ter 

can:1ot have Cl perfectly sharp cutoff so .) s:11all a:nOU!1t 

o f .::tli a sin q i sin t rod U c e d) h y a fi nit e nu m be r 0 f PI) i n t s, 

say n, and 11'J more than '1 sa 'l1ples are required to 

describe it in any domain. 

HOfNever the waveform is really continuous a;J,j of 

finite lenlth, so would '2xten,j infinitely in freauency, S'J 

there is 3 £undal1ental pro~lem in Join'1 fro:n continuoLls 

to 'Jiscrete data and a rdated pro~Jlem in :];)in ,) ti'T,e 

dornain operations by their eauivalents in the frequ2:1CV 

Jomain, as the time and fregut?ncy dom::\in operations arc 

not exactly eauivalent fo r discrete sampled -j"lta. 

,l\lthouqh th,? frequency domain operations CClnnot 1)12 'na<Je 

eX.Jctly '2guivalent to time domain op.?ratio:1s, sHl:v] !?O uatp. 

description ,)f the 'lata is possible by careful choice of 

th,= .sallrlinj rute an,-j number of points. The sa'n ::;li n'l 

rote is determined by the hijhest fre:1uencv (eq uation 

4.11)) Lln ,l nas' alre.Jr]y been chosen as 3 '1lS. The nU'11ber of 

po int s to use for an ajeauatc description i s l ess 

ob'linus. 

'l'r.Jnsformation of i1 256 !'Joint source 'Il u v2for '11 (l fJ 7 
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points in c r e<3sed to 256 by ze ro s } inst ea-J of a 16 7 point 

sou r ce w :we fo rm dec rea se s th e s[)ac i nq of ooi n ts in the 

fre q ue ncy do;nain (eq uation 4. l2) . Th e Do int s to be 

combined 'tJith the source 'tJ3.veform a r e calculated in tne 

frequency d o ma in at this freauency spaci n'.:] . 

frequency c~l culat ej corres~onds to a per iod of 25~ 

points, .::tn.] althou'1h the source wav e form has little 
fiM~ 

e ne r 9 y a t t hi s f r e q ue n c y ( i t i s z e r 0 i) f t e r 1 6 7 f po i n t s } i f 

any of the effects have a siJnificant response a t thi s 

frequency th e 10 ' .... frequ e ncy information introd uc ed '.vi ll 

m ake the time series non- causal. Thi s i s v/ hat 11appe ned 

when I worked with 256 points; th e response at th ·~ 

lo ' .... est frequency 'Nas l a r ge e nough to qive a transformej 

tim e se rie s ~.Ji th s ignificant all pli tu de u() to 256 points. 

This can be improved by increasinr; th ,:=! l e:-qth of 

t he ti ln ~ series hy addi n '] 'no r e zeros be fore 

t ran s for In a ti 0 n. Th i s de cre ases th e lowest fre~uency 

calculated, but if the extra 10 '1/ frequ e ncy infor lnatio:1 

introjuced decreases with decreas inq frequency thl? 

effec t of adj ing 10 '1/ freque ncy infor mati on is le ss. rhe 

d i s a j v an t c\j e 0 f t hi s i s t 11 a t 'Cl 0 r e po i n t s are nee j e j , 

\.J hie h i n ere a se s th e C 0 ~ put i n 9 t i me, a nd a co m ? rO ll i se 

:n ust be fO UIl ,] be tw ee n an .::ldeq ua t e description of the 

data i.ln ,~j co,n~ lItin q time neoded. 255 

roint so ur ce wa vcfor n t o 512 he for e t r an s f 0 (In.) t i 0:1 
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reduced the am pli tude a t the end of the recei v ed 

waveform to less than lVJ- 3 of the maximum amplituCle, 

which I con sid e r ed acceptabl e, so n 'Ila s fi n,a11 y chosen as 

512. 

Source waveform 

'rhe subroutine SOURCE combines the basic so urce 

function and its sea surface reflection .in the ti-ne 

dOinain to give the downward travellinq solurce wavefor il'1 
, 

(Ch apter 2.2). It uses as input the I basic source 

wave fo rm in the 3bsence of in te r face s, the depth of the 

source .:10:1 the initial anl1e of the ray to the vertical. 

This is calculated for each arrival. l'he 167 point 

waveform is extencled to 512 points by addinq zeros and 

then transformed into the frequency domain. 

Th '3 line receiver response and the sea surface 

reflection effect of the receiver is calculated in 

suhroutine R t~C2 for each arrival (Ch npter 2.4 ) 'Jiv2n the 

number and spacing of !;,cceivers in th e (oceiver arr3y, 

and the anqle of the ray to the vertical at th e receiver, 

and the depth of the receiver. 'rhe calculations are in 

the frequency 'Jomain (Cha p ter 2.4 ) . 
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Attenuation and dispersion 

Subroutine ATTEl'JU calculates the 3ttenuatiC)n anj 

::1ispersion effects, 1i v '.:?11 the ray oa th, attei1u:1tio:1 

v a lue s, an::! ve10ci ties, usin') equations 3.13 - 3.16. The 

water assu 1Tled non-at tenua ti:1 .) 

nO:1-dispersi ve (Chapter 3.3) which for the short travel 

times of interest in reflectio:1 ()rofilin'1 is 3100J 

assumption. l3ecause of this, water layer multi ples 

h avi n'] simil a r tr nvel times as deeper orimary 

reflectio:1s have a high frequency content. ,n, seoarate 

value of 0 may he ll sed for each layer, or one total 

v a1 U f~ used. 

Combination of frequencv dependent effects 

to' n E 0 i s the s u !)[ 0 uti ne con t r 011 i n -::] the f r e Cl u e n c y 

jomain calculations. It initiates the subroutines SOU:<CE, 

Rt::C2 and ,lI,TTEI\)U for each arri v al, anJ calls subroutine 

CI>1ULT 'Nhich co;nbines the frequency spectra from SOU:.I.C8, 

Rr~C2 and 1.\TTENU, and also the electrical response of the 

receive r. FH8Q transforms the result into the time 

J 0:11 a in, t run cat e sit to 2 5 h 00 i n t s fro ,11 51 2 3 i1 d r e t urn s 

the arriva l wa'Jefor ll', to th e 3ubroutine PPOPI L for each 

arrival. PROF' IL combines the waveform [or each arrival 

a t th e ca 1 c ul ate d t r 3 vel t i m I~ S rN i t hot her a r ri v Cl 1 S, :3 n ,') 

plots the reflection 9rofile obtained. 

Fi'J. 4.8 is tile reflection profil e calculatc-:3 , (roll 
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the model of Figs. 4.3 3n] 4.4. This took about · 30s of 

CPU time on a n rm1 370/1 65. It sh.)'rJ s the reducti')n in 

am[)lit ud e over anticlines and increase above synclines. 

The flat interfaces below the seabed appear curve,:'! on 

the profile due to refraction at the sea bed. Reflections 

from the s ub-bottom interfaces sho;" the effect of 

attf?nuation, in the reduction of amplituJe anj the chanje 

in waveform shape~ th0 reflection from thr:'! lowest 

interface is very \veak and low frequency. 'I'he multi91es 

a re \veak. 

They 3re visible i"!lainly when 

the primary reflection is stronq, as fro 'n the syncline or 

from pI an:lr in ter faces. 

The next cha9ter ·Jives examples of this fllodellin] 

system, for comparison IrJith standard models and re ::1l 

fJ[ofiles, and ,jiscusses the use and limitations of th2 

s ys te :n. 
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CHAPTER 5 

USE OF THE MODELLING SYSTEM 

5.1 Introduction 

This cha)?ter qives examples of the modellin'J 

s ys tem, fo r sta nda rd model s s uch as syncli nes, an ti cli ne s 

and faults, and more complicated models for com'Jariso :l 

with observed rrofiles. It looks at the usefulnlC'ss of 

the modelling system for interpretation, an:] at its 

limi tations, and di scusses ways in which the system could 

be developed further. 

All the observed profiles in this chapter are from 

the eastern Mediterranean, which has very complicated 

structures that provide a good test of the modellinq 

system and where qood quality records are nor.nally 

obtained because of the prevailing ':jood weather. The 

profiles are made with an airqun profilinq 

either a 30 in 3 free-firing gun or 

system, with 

a 160 in 3 

electrically-fired gun, and a single active section 

analoque hydrophone array, an input am pli fier and 

frequency-modulated tape recording system, Gnd 91ayed 

out with true amplitudes as a trace on an x-t recorder. 

The input parameters used for modellin 'l .3re: 

1. Th e source wavefrom predicted by the theory of 

Ziolkowski (1 970 ) using airf)u:1 volume, pressure and de pth 
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(Chapter 2.3 ) . 

2. The source and receiver depths, which INere 

continuously recorded, and an average value of r'lepth for 

each is used fo r the model. 

3. The impulse response of the recording electronics 

(Smith & Owen 1975). 

4. Hydrophone arrray parameters: eq uall y spaced and 

weighted with 50 hydrophones 1.17 m apart. 

5. Vel oci tie s fr om di sposable so nobuoy re su1 t s or fr om 

publi shed veloci ties if available. 

6. Densities estimated ro u')hly from velocity-density 

c urves ( wo ollard 1962: Nafe & Drake 1963) an:] adjusted to 

match the observed amplitudes. 

7. Attenuation is kn o wn to lie within the broad rang'2 of 

Q = 20 - 100 for depths of a few kilometres (Chapter 

3.3 ) and is adjusted wit hin this ran'je for the waveform 

shape of the reflections. 

8. Structure is estimated from the observed profile and 

adj us ted un til the model fi ts the pr ofil e. 

5.2 Standard models and observed orofiles 
-----------------~----~-

Horizontal layers 

l\ sim pIe horizontal! y layered profile shows how the 

m odellinq system can model an observed profile· 

reasonably closely, and how it assists in distinguishin 'J 
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closely spaced layers, and demonstrates the effects of 

ilnoring suO-bottom multiples and varying the value of 

attenuation. 

Fig. S.la is an observed profile interpreted as a 

sequence of three flat reflectors, one with a stonq 

s ub-bottom reflection coefficient. This was the profile 

used in the discussion of interseC'limentary multiples in 

C ha pt e r 3. 5. 'l'he observed profile has well controlled 

source and receiver parameters, but the values of 

velocity, density and attenuation are unknovln. Reflection 

coefficients were roughly estimated fro'11 the ~ri 'nary 

reflection .:1ll1plitudes and travel times, and velocity ~md 

density calculated from the reflection coefficients and 

velocity-de nsity curves and then checked by modelling 

and comparinl) the amplitudes of observed and multiple 

reflections with the observed profile. Attenu-3tion is 

estimated from the shape of the sub-botto'11 primary and 

m ulti ple reflections and knowledge of the probable ran::je 

of atte nu <)tion, and -3gain checked by modelling. 

These estimates are likely to be unsatisfactory 

because observed am pli tudes are affected by bo th 

re fl cc tio n coe f fici en t and attenuation and it is 

difficult to distinquish the effects. Hhen the velocity 

can be measured by other means, such as variable angle 

reflection, and thG density estimated fr 0;:1 

~I 
l 
r 
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velocity-jensity curves, only attenuation has to be 

estimated from the profile, so a more accurate estimate 

is possible. 

Fig. 5.lb is a spike profile calculated from travel 

times and approximate amplitudes and Fig. S.lc is the 

synthetic reflection profile. 'fhis matches the 0~s2 rved 

profile q uit e closely, wig ':jle for wiggl e in ~110st parts. It 

was di fficul t to pl ace the re fl ec to r bel 0 t,." the sea 

bot tom acc ur a tel y wi thout mo delli ng, as it ove rl aps \·;i th 

the sea ~o t tom re fl e c t ion, but by ad jus tin q its po sit ion 

on the model nnd comparing the synthetic with the 

observed profile it was ')ossible to Jet its position 

reasonably precisely. -I 
I. 

'I'he qreates t discrepancy between the observed:md 

s yn the tic !?r ofiles is th e 3. 6 s reflection on the 

observed Drofile , which is not predicted by the :n odelling 

s ys tem. Thi s is [Jr od uced by a com bi na tion of th ree 

mUltiple paths and is relatively strong d ue to the 

stron 'j sub-bottom reflector at 1. 8 s. The ray paths of 

this multiple are draw n in Cha pter 3.5. As an es ti ma t e 

of the e r ro r in the modelli n'1 s ys tem i g no ring sub-bo t tom 

multiple refection s , I wrote a subroutine to 'jenerate all 

multiples, including interse:Hmentary multi ples, 'tJ ithi n :3 

fixed travel time for horizontal reflectors, and this was 

applied to the model in Fig. 5.lb, to :Iiv ,= the syn thetic 
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profile Fig. S.ld. The Cli fference between this and Fi g. 

S.lc, generated without intersedimentary multiples is 

small, but weak multiples are visible at 2.3 and 3.6 s. 

Mos t re flec tion pr 0 fil e s have much wea ker sub-bo t tom 

reflections than this profile, so the error in the 

modelling system generatin9 only water- layer multiple s is 

generally very small. 

The synthetic profile Pig. 5.lc was calculated with 

a 0 of 50 for the two sediment layers. A profile 

calculated with a 0 of 100 is shown in Fig. 5.le, and it 

has higher amplitudes and frequency content for 

sub- bottom primary and multiple reflections. The. pr imary 

ampltudes and the multiple shapes i:md amplitudes are a 

wor se matc h to th e obser ved profile than Fig. S.le, with 

0:;;; 50, indicating the dcqree of control provi jed by 

profile matching. 

Synclines anri Basins 

l 'wo s yn thetic profiles of a . ~'ii n'Jl e la yer syncline 

are used to s ho w the eff~ct5 of :str uct ural and amplitude 

c lHng es due to reflector c urvatur e. 

h a ve the same s ha[,ed s ynclin e , one at fA rlepth of 0.8 klTl 

( Fig. 5.2a) a nd the oth er e1t a i1e&>th of 2.8 km ( Fig, 5.3a) . 

f"iq. 5.2h is the s ynt'. h ~tic profile calc~ll ated from 

1.1 

I 
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narrower at the bottom than the :nodel, which gives it a 

more V-shaped appearance. This is a 'jeometrical 

distortion effect, due to non-vertical ray , paths. There 

is a constant amplitude from the horizontal sides of the 

syncline, which decreases as the surface begins to slope 

downwards, due to the convex-upwards curvature which 

causes divergence of rays reflected at the surface. 

Reflections from the bottom of the syncline have higher 

am pli tudes due to the focussinq effect of the 

concave-upwards sur face, than those fr om the ho ri zon t al 

pl anar pa r t s of the sur f ,~ce. The only multiple visible 

comes from the strong reflections at the bottom of the 

syncline. 

Fig. 5.3 b is the s yn the tic pr 0 fil e calcula tea fr om 

the dee 'pe r s yncli ne model Fig. 5.3 a. T~e radius of 

curvature of the syncline is le ss thi;\n the depth of t he 

s yn cli ne in t hi s case, so thar e is a buri ed centre of 

c ur vat ure and t he ~ffect is seen in the triplication of 

travel ti mes fro m t hll t5 not point~ over t he centre. The 

reflection~ fro m the aide s of; the fl YI'Icli ne cross abo ve 

t he bottom of it, forminq a V ... ~ h ~PIJ which is ver y 

c haracteri6tic of a buried centre af c u r vat ure. 

'Ithe aml?litude variation s are Ldmillllr to tho~e of 

the sht'lllow ~ yncli nlQ , but the re n ee tian~ fr om th~ 
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from the centre of curvature and ha ve travelled a 

q rea te r di s tance rel a ti ve to t he re flec tion s fr o m the 

horizontal oarts of the syncline than in t he shallo\v 

s yncli ne model. The am pli tude would 'Je very high if the 

dept h ·of the sy ncline was the same as its radius of 

s ho t point. The inverted part of the sy nc line should be 

; (I 
I" I, , 
I' , 

curvature, so that the centre of curvature was near a 

I" 

extended to each s id e by 'jiffractions, which ra pidly 
'I 
! , 

decre ase in ::'I'nplitude with j ist ance ( Hil t er man 197 0), and 

the inability of the system to predict this is a 

signi ficant Hmi tation. 

The deeper syncline synthetic has a qain four times 

t ha t of the shallow syncli ne. 

Fig. 5.4 a is an observ ed profil e of a basin with a 

gently c urving bottom, strongly cur ving sides and filled 

wi th sedi ment with a horizontal surface. It has nany 

c ha r ac tee i s tics shown by the s yncli ne model or 0 fil es, 

such as triplication of travel times. Pig. 5.4 b is an 

interpreted model and ray tr ac ing, which has been 

adj us tej to pr od uc e a syn t he tic pr 0 fil e (Fig. 5.4 c) to 

match the observed profile. The basin appears narrow e r 

on the pr ofile than the model, a nd the flanl(s ex ten::; 

further into the bas in tl1an the sides of the sediment 

s ur f()ce a nd the sides of the basi n bottom ~ the real 

width of the basin is t he ,,,,.l d th of the sediment s ur face 
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and basin bot tom, not the posi tion of the flanks. The 

synthetic profile matches the observed profile quite 

well, in structural features and amplitude variations. 

The reflection amplitude is strong from the flat 

sedimen t su r face and concave-upward s basin bot tom, and 

w ea k on the basin sides due to divergence of the rays. 

The reflections that have passed through focal 

planes (Figs. 5.3a and 5.4b) should have a phase change of 

TT/ 2 (Chapter 3.1 ) . This is not incorporated in the system 

at the moment, due to the difficulty of getting the 

system to recognise when it has passed through a focal 

plane. 

Anticlines and Domes 

These are structures with a convex-upward 

curvature and as in the case of synclines they produce 

large variations in amplitude due to their curvature. 

Figs. 5.5a and 5.6a show models of two domes with a flat 

reflector beneath them, and Figs. 5.Sb and 506b show the 

profiles synthesized from them. Dome 1 curves sharply 

into the fl at reflector on either side, whereas dam e 2 

curves gently into the reflector. The reflection 

amplitude over the domes is low compared with the 

reflection amplitude from the horizontal part of the 

sur face to either side, due to divergence of reflected 

rays. There is a buried centre of curvature on either 
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, ~ .. ' 
side of the dom e, giving triplication of tr avel tirn es 

from the shot points above it, and the . sides of the 

domes overlap the flat reflector making the dome appear 

wider than it is. Dome 1, with higher slopes at its 

sides, extends further to either side on the profile than 

dome 2. 

The flat reflector underneath the dome has a , 

reduction in travel time below the dome due to the 

higher velocity of the sediments than the water (pull-up) 

and a reduction in am pli tud,e due to di vergence of the 

rays. The reflection amplitude may become low enough to 

be lost in the noise on the record, so that it is 

impossible to tell whether there is ,any reflection 

continuing beneath the dome, or whether the reflectors 

are truncated at the sides. An example of this on an 

observed profile is shown in Fig. 5.7a. This has a sea 

bed reflection and a strong lower reflection on either 

side of a small dome, which does not appear to cont;inue 

beneath, the dome, but to be truncated sharply on either 

side. There are diffractions from the truncated edges 

of the l ',)wer reflector. ~ model was made of this and 

adj usted to fit the observed profile, assuming a 

continuous reflector beneath the dome, to see whe the r 

this would be diatingui hable if it did exist. (Figs. S.7b 

a nd c ) • PI'he am pli tude of th re flec tion ben a th the 

• 



Fig. 5. 7& 

Observed profile of a dome with no rofloctors 

visible beneath it. 
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dom e is ve r y low, abou t 001 of the re fl ection am pH tude 

to either side of the dome, which could be lost in the 

noise, giving the impression that there are no reflectors 

inside the dom e. This result is of importance to the 

in te r pr eta tion of dom es in oil-bearing areas, as what m ay 

appear to be a structureless dome on a profile may have 

reflectors continuing through it. 

Fig. 5.8a is an observed profile of a dome in which 

reflectors can just be seen continuing beneath it, and 

Figs. 5.8b and c are the model and synthetic profile for 

this dome. The layers thin slightly over the dome. The 

dome has a larger radius of curvature than the dome in 

t he pr evious pr ofil e, and because of thi s the red uction 

in reflection amplitude under the dome is less, and the 

lower reflectors are visible. 

A similar effect is seen in the Cilicia grid survey 

profiles (Chapter 6) which has domes of varying sizes. 

Reflections from domed sediments are seen below the 

larger domes, with the lowest curvatures, whereas the 

smaller domes appear transparent. This may be caused by 

the above geometrical effect, and cannot be interpreted 

definitely as a change in dome structure. 

\ ~ 
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Fig. 5 . l0a 

Observed profile of a cliff 
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Cliffs and faults 

Cliffs and faults have steep chanqes in slopes. 

Figs. 5.9a and b are a model and synthetic profile of a 

cllfE with a gradual change in slope at its upper edge 

and a sharp change at its lower edge. It is similar to 

o ne side of adorn e. The model has a flat reflector 

beneath the cliff, and on tbe profile this appears curved 

in a downwards direction towards the cliff edge, due to 

the two effects of refraction of rays from the sloping 

cH ff edge which increases the ray path, and the greater 

travel time due to passage through more water and less 

of the higher veloci ty sedi m en t. Down sloping layers 

which end against a cliff edge must therefore be treated 

with suspicion and chec ked by ,modeUi n':;1 as they m ay be 

fla t. 

A real profile would have di ffractions from the 

bottom on the cli ff, where there is a rapid chan.;e in 

c urva ture • 

Figs. 5.10a, band c are an observed profile of a 

cli tf in the Herodotus grid sur vey (Chapter 6), la model, 

anlj the computed synthetic profil • These sho w low 

amplitudes over the curve of the clitf edge, and strong 

amplitudes at the base due to focussinl~. The cliff elope 

is relatively low, about 11/)0, but th amplitude variations 

are quite large. 

"~ _________________________________ ~ __________________________________ LI 
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Fig. 5.l2a 

Obsreved profile of domes and basins. 

The vertical line is a time mark. 
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A shaq) step or fault in a layer produces three 

areas of strong reflection, (Figs. S.lla and b) from the 

flat upper surface, the flat lower surface, and the flat 

sloping surface, which appears displaced dO'Nndip due to 

non-vertical ray paths. The posi tion of these st rang 

reflections may be used to distinguish the position of 

the fault pl ane, al though thi s m ay be slightly di f ficul t 

as the reflection from the sloping surface may interfere 

with the reflection from the lower surface (Fig. S.llb). A 

fault has very sharp changes in curvature and should 

prod uce many associa ted di ffr ac tions (Chapter 3.4). 

5.3 rvlodels of more complicated profiles 

Domes and basins 

Fig. 5 .. 12a is part of an observed ?rofile in .3 

com plicated area wi th domes, valleys and basins. It has 

very large variations in a'l\ pli tude, low over domes, 

higher from flat parts and very high in valleys and 

basins. The effects of buried centres of curvature show 

in the triplication of travel times between the two main 

domes and associated with the narrow valley or basin to 

the right. Fig. S.12b and c are the model and synthetic 

profile fo r the sea bed reflector onl y, as al though there 

are deeper reflections on the profile no continuous 

reflector can be identified. The hollow to the le ft of 
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the domes has been modelled as a basin, as an upper and 

a lower surface can be seen, but the hollow to the right 

has been modelled as a valley: this is very narrow and 

reflections from it are confused, and it could also be 

interpreted as a basin. 

The 

varia tions 

synthetic profile models the 

qui te well, al though there 

am pli tude 

are some 

di f ferences in str uc tur a1 de tail. The valley or basin 

h as about the same wid th as each dom e on the model, 

which is not apparent from the observed profile. 

Some of the shot points are near the centres of 

curvature of parts of the surface, an~ there is a 

problem of how to estimate amplitudes at these points, 

as ray theory breaks down , in this case and predicts 

in fini te am pli tudes, due to ze ro area ray tubes and 

reflections from many points. I have limited the 

maxim um am pli tude possible, chosen by examination of the 

1 argest am pli tude variations seen on records. This is 

eight times the amplitude that would be obtained by 

reflection from a flat surface. 

~~ating structure 

Figs. 5.13a, band c sho·tJ an observed profile, a 

model, and a synthetic profile for a gently undulating 

three-layer structure. 'rhe dips are quite low, especially 

t he sea bed, but they cause qui te la rge varia tion s in 
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ampli tude. The synthetic profile matches the observed 

pro fU e ve r y well, al though the model needed m any 

s uccessi ve adj ustmen ts to ge t thi s m a tch. The model had 

to be adj usted to · gi ve a m a tch in both st ructure and 

amplitude, which provided quite a tight control on the 

model, . and sligh t al ter a tions have qui te dr astic ef fects 

on the synthetic. The am pli tude is ve ry low over the 

anticline parts, and can be very high in the syncline 

parts, as the rays a~e focussed, and produce warnings 

from the program that some amplitudes are constrained 

to the maximum, as the shot point is too near a centre 

of curvature, as is the reflection from the third 

interface for the shot point at 4.1 km. The anticline 

par ts of the thi rd inter face are hardly vi sible on the 

observed pr ofil e, and the syn thetic show s thi s al so. 

The reflection coefficient of the third interface 

needed to be very high for the reflection to be visible 

from thi s depth below the sea bed. The change in 

waveform with depth of the reflection below the sea bed 

is also apparent on the observed profile, the sea bed 

reflection has a spiky waveform, whereas refections from 

the third interface have lost all their spiky character 

and approxim a te to a dam ped sinu soid of the bubble 

oscillation frequency. It is this change in wave for m ' 

shape which determines the value of 0 to use in the 
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model: a Q of 50 for both sediment layers is used in 

t hi s case. 

Basin 

Fig. 5.l4a is an observed profile of part of a basin, 

with a sequence of curved interfaces, whose curvature 

increases with depth suggesting that the basin was 

sinking during deposition of sediment in the basin. The 

sea bed reflection continues over the edges of the basin, 

but the two lower reflections end against the sides of 

t he basin. The basin bottom has a relatively strong 

reflection, even through the upper layers of sediment, so 

it must have a relatively high reflection coefficient. 

Figs. 5.l4b and c are a model and synthetic profile 

of the ba sin, and as for the previous model it had to be 

adjusted many times to produce a well fitting model. 

Some of the reflectors are relatively closely spaced: the 

distance between reflectors 1 and 2 is about 200 m, but 

they can be distinguis hed reasonably easily on the 

observed profile as they are not exactly parallel, and 

the interference effects between the two vary with 

their separation. The correct position of reflector 2 

was determined by modelling, and then adjusting the 

ill odel un til the synthetic pr ofile ma tched the observed 

profile. 

'l'he ge ner al match between the obse rved and 
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synthetic profile is quite good, amplitudes matching 

'q ui te well, wi th the main di f fe rences bei ng due to sli gh t 

variations in structure. 

5.4 Limitations and further d e ve lopment o f the modelli nq 

system 

The modelling system produces synthetic profiles 

which are a surprisingly qood match with observed 

pro fil es, considerin.'j its cr ude basi s of geom etrical 

optics ray tracing. It provides a very rapid check for 

interpreted structure using the spike synthetic profiles, 

and provides a reasonably fast method for synthesis of 

corn pI ete pr ofil es. 

The reason that the system provides such a good 

m a tch wi th observed pr ofiles is pr obabl y the accur ate 

i ncl usion of all the so urce and receiver ef fec ts in to the 

system. Using a more accurate ray or wave theory basis 

would cause little change in the synthetic profile 

obtained in general, whereas leaving out any of the 

effects of source and receiver would have a drastic 

effect on the synthetic profile (see for example the 

effect of the receiver on waveforms, Fig. 2.12). Many of 

the synthetic seismogram methods that have been 

developed for earthquakes and refraction or variable 

an 'Jle reflections use only a very simple source function 
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and completely ignore the impulse response of the 

receiver, whilst producing very accurate and time 

consuming ray or wave theory models. The incl usion of 

source and receiver effects into the system increases 

the corn pu ta tion time much less than using more 

sophisticated ray and wave theory propagation models. It 

is di fficult to calculate or measure source functions 

and instrumental responses, but very necessary (SlIith 

1975). 

The modelling system, al though use ful, has 

limi tations, some of which could be removed by further 

d evelopm en t, and som e of which cannot be removed or ar e 

not wor th the ex tr a corn pu ting tim e needed to rem OVe 

them. The limitations are of three main types: 

1. Insufficient knowledge of input parameters 

It is im possible to measure the correct source 

function during profiling but possible to do so in 

carefully controlled experiments (Smith 1975 and Chapter 

2.3). The source function a1 so varies wi th change in 

parameters, so many measured source functions would be 

needed fo r di f fe ren t condi tion s. If the so urce func tion 

can be predicted accurately for any conditions this is 

much simpler, but it is only possible at the moment for 

chemical explosives or airguns (Ch3pter 2.2). Other 

sources, such as sparkers or airguns with wave shapers 
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m ust use a measured source function. The im rul se 

response of the receiver can qenerally be calculated if 

the system is not too com pli ca ted, or measured 

, 
reasonably accuratel~ Continuous measLirement during 

profiling of the parameters which affect the source and 

receiver response, such as depth, is usuall y 

straightforward. 

Seismic velocity can be estim ated from 

variable-angle data, but there is no general indpendent 

method of measuring density and attenuation (Cha pter 

4.4 ) , and estimates have to be made from velocity-density 

curves and the observed profiles. This rroduces very 

crude estimates, and any subtleties in the profile due to 

variation of these parameters are not synthesized. 

2. Programming limitations 

The program assumes constant properties within 

layers at the moment. It could be ex tended to incl ude 

c ontinuousl y 'la ryi ng properties bo t h 1 ate r all y and 

'le r ticall y, bu t thi s has no t been done so fa r as the 

method of measurement of the properties calculates an 

average for a layer (velocitie s from variable-angle 

reflection), or the properties are known too inaccurately 

(density and attenuation). If accurate data on variation 

of these properties within a layer were available, such 

as from bore holes, it would be useful to extend the 

1· « 
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sys tem fo r con tinuousl y I/a ryi ng pr oper ties. 

The calculation of multiples includes only water 

layer multiples, and assumes that the multiple reflection 

path is a combination of the primary reflection path and 

one or more primary water layer paths. The first 

a ssum ption is rea sonabl y good, as el/en in area s of 

strong sub-bottom reflectors the error involved in 

ignoring intersedimentary multiples is small (section 

5.2), bu t the second ass um ption is onl y st ric tl y valid fo r 

flat reflectors and the error increases with angle of 

dip (Chapter 3.5). A. dip of 10 0 , for example, would give 

an error of 1.5% in the calculated multiple time, which 

for a 3 s travel time is 45 :n s, and is of the order of a 

bubble oscillation period so can cause inaccuracies in 

the interference relationships between multiples and 

primary reflections. The multiples could be calculated 

exactl y if necessary by developing a multiple generation 

s ys tem which tr aces rays to ge t m ul tiple pa ths, but thi s 

would involve tracing many rays and use more compu ting 

time than the primary ray tracing so has not been 

i ncl uded in the sys tern so fa r. 

The modelling system will not model profiles that 

have been pr ocessed. A. processed record has the 

appearance of a normal incidence profile, but is compiled 

from traces with varyinq source and receiver offsets, 

I 
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which travel along di fferent ray paths from the normal 

incidence path, and so ar e subj ec ted to di fferent 

effects. The offset traces are corrected for moveout 

a hd stac ked to pr od uce a pseudo-norm al incidence pro file, 

and then further processed to reduce bubble oscillations 

and multiples and are subjected to amplitude controls. 

The moveout correction reduces travel times to those of 

normal incidence ray paths, but the amplitude and shape 

of arrivals cannot be accurately reduced to a normal 

incidence travel path, because the offset ray path 

arrivals have different characteristics, such as the 

change in reflection coefficient with i'lngle of incidence 

and change in frequency response of an ar ray wi th angle 

to the vertical. 

A ray-tracing 3nd modelling system which traces 

rays for variable offsets of source and receiver would 

be needed to model processed profiles, and the offset 

models then processed by the same techniques applied to 

the processed profiles. The theory of this is simple, 

but it involves programming a completely new ray tracinq 

system as some of the techniques for normally incident 

reflections are not applicable, such as tracing rays 

initially normal to a reflector throu fJh upper layers to 

the surface. This has not been de velo ped as the 

observed profiles I have used have not been processed, 

I I 
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bu t could be done. 

Perhaps the greatest difference between the 

s yn the tic and ob se rved pr ofil es is the absence of noi se 

on the synthetic profiles. Noise is the unwanted parts 

of the signal, and is of two types, background noise, 

which is always present, and source generated noise 

which is only noise in the sense that it cannot be 

interpreted. It is difficult to include noise on a 

synthetic profile as it varies with time and area, and 

source generated noise varies in ajditiion with the 

amount of energy present - time after the shot. If 

noise is to be included measurement of its average 

amplitude and frequency spectrum must be made on the 

observed profile, and used as controls for a random 

n um ber ge ner ati ng pr ocess. The inc1 usion of noi se would 

make a synthetic profile look more realistic, but it is 

not ve ry use ful, and could be m i sI eadi ng due to its 

random nature. It would be some use in determinin'1 

which reflections would be lost in noise, but this can 

usually be estimated quite simply and accurately by 

com parison wi th the observed profile. 

3. Theoretical limitations 

The modelling system is limited by the validity of 

geometrical optics ray theory, which was discussed in 

Chapter 3.1. It is most inaccurate where am pli tude 
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va rie s r apicH y, at foci, ca us tic s and cri tical poin ts, or 

w here the radius of curvature of an interface is less 

than the wavelength. Focussing of rays occurs at the 

centre of curvature of structures for normally incident 

reflections, and when this coincides wi th a shot point 

ray theory would predict infinite amplitude, which 

necessitates the use of a relati vely arbitrary maximum 

am pli tude possible in the system. A m ore valid method 

of com pu ting am pli tudes at foci would be use ful. Cri tical 

points occur very rarely in a profiling system as rays 

are usually near vertical and dips of interfaces are low. 

Diffractions should be produced when the radius of 

curvature of an interface is less then the wavelength, 

but these are not predicted by ray theory, and this is 

one of the most severe limitations of the system, as 

diffractions . can be very common on profiles. Diffractions 

can only be generated by wave theoretical methods, as 

has been done for single interfaces and a constant 

velocity layer by Hilterman (1970) and Trorey (1970), but 

it is difficult to see how these methods could be 

applied generally to synthesize profiles, and the 

corn puting time needed would be enormousl y longer. 
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CHAPTER 6 

REFLEC'rION 

MEDITERRANEAN 

PROFILING 

6.1 Side reflections 

The problem 
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GRID SU RVEYS IN THE EASTERN 

Normal reflection interpretation and modellin'J of 

necessi ty makes the assum ption that all reflections 

originate in the vertical plane of the profile because 

insufficient information exists to justify any other 

assumption. Thi s ch apter ex ami nes the geom et ries which 

give rise to re flec tion S ou tside thi s pI ane (sid e 

re flec tions) and the condi tion s under which thei r origi n 

can be ded uc ed from the profile. 

Because the incident and reflected ray must be 

normal to an interface in reflection profilinq, a 

reflector that is dipping tJives a reflection from {:\ point 

which is not vertically below the shot point. Reflections 

from points which lie in the plane of the profile can be 

dealt with by normal two ... dimension al migr{:\tion 

techniques, whereas those interfaces that have g 

component of dip perdendi ular to the plane of the 

profile will give rise to side rafl ctions which give an 

erroneous impression of the interfac. 

Side reflections may b strong as there ts li ttle 



,plane of profile ~lane of profile 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 6.1 

The generation of side reflections from dipping interfaces . 

The line of the profile is perpendicular to the page. 

(a) single side reflections 

(b) compound side reflections 

: plane of profile 

Fig. 0.3 

Side re f l ections gener ated by a prof i le along a val l ey 
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an'Jular discrimination in the plane perpendicul a r to t he 

pro file pI ane, the onl y di scrim i na tion being due to the 

effect of the sea sur face re flec tion, whe r e a s ang ula r 

discrimin a tion within the profile plane is hig!1 due to 

the linear na ture of the receiver arra~ 

Whe re an interface gi v e s rise to a singl e 

reflection (I."iq. 6.1a) it i s not po s sibl e to di s t i n9 ui s h 

t he pI ane in which tha t re flec tion occur s , and a 

t hr ee- di m en sional survey is necessa r y to de t e rm i ne t he 

dip perpendicular to the pr 0 fil e pl a ne , and t his 

three- dimensional information could the n be used as a 

b as i s for lTI i l'} ra tion of r e fl ec tion s f o r t h ree- dime nsi o nal 

dip. Reflec tor s ha ve not bee n mig rated fo r t he s u r v eys 

in thi s' ch a p te r exce pt f o r s pecif i c cases where true 

d ips a nd po si tion s were needed in looki ng fo r po ssi ble 

side re fl e c ti 0 n B. An a u t om atic t h ree- di m e nsi o nal 

m ig ration s ystem would be ve r y co rn plica ted, and us e a 

v ast amo un t of co mp uter ti me, a nd as far as I kn w, ha s 

not bee n de vel o ped. Dept h con t ou r maps ha ve bee n us ed 

as Cl basis Eor t he structure in t hes e s u r v ys, and 

migrati on s calc ulated r o ghl y wh ere n8ces a ar~ 

Wh ere t he I)eom tr y of an i n ter fac e i such t ha t 

sove ral sid refl ctions (coml?o und side roflection s) ~r e 

pr oduced (Fig. G.l b) it may l,e possible to recog nise th e s e 
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on a single profile. 

Compound side reflections may produce cross-cutting 

re flec tions which can be easil y recogni sed as due to 

side reflections. Figs. 6.2a and 6.2b show isolated small 

bum ps cutting the surface of a sedimentary basin: these 

are probably side reflec tions or side diffractions. 

Corn pound side reflections may not give 

cross-cutting reflectors, which makes identification as a 

side reflection more ' complicated. A profile along 3 

valley parallel to the contours (Fig. 6.3) could produce a 

sequence of three horizontally-layered reflectors, all of 

which are sea bed reflections, two of t hem being side 

r eflec tion s • Identification of the reflectors as side 

reflections and not as a layered sequence of reflectors 

would be difficult in this case. In pr ac tice change in 

angles of dip a nd ai rection of the side slopes of t he 

vaI'ley would give variations in the amplitude and t avel 

time of reflections 2 and 3 which could indicate that 

these may be side reflecti ons. A reduction in dip of the 

v alle y sides, f o r example, would !)ive no valley side 

r e fl e c t ion s 2 and 3. 

Side re flee tions can also b generate from 

sub-botttom reflectors. Pig. 6.2c is an ex am 91e of 

cross ... eutting 9ul>-obottom reflectors, probably due to Cl 

side reflecti on. A side reflection at'rivil'l~ e\t a travel 
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ti me greater than most reflections is also reasonably 

disti ncti v e. The side reflecti o n at 1640/ 145 in Fig. 6.12 

is an ex am pl€.~ ~f thi s. 

The character of a reflection can al so indicate a 

side reflection. Side reflections generated by the 

si tuation in Fig. 6.3 wo uld have the high frequency 

characteristics of sea bed reflections, althouqh they 

. 
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6~3 The Herodotus basin surve~ 

Location 

The structures in the Herodotus basin were 

estimated from existing profiles to have a wavelength of 

10 - 20 km and to extend between 30 and 50 km in a 

north-south direction and an unknown distance east-west. 

The survey was planned as a rectangular qrid of 8 lines 

in a northeast-southwest di rec tion and 8 lines 

perpendicular to these. The li nes were 45 km lon<] and 

the spacing '/las 5 km. The northeast-southwest direction 

was the axial di rection of the basin. Fig. 6.5 is the 

track chart of the surve~ 

.!:!avic; a tion 

the sur vey was navigated using a radar transponder 

buoy and satellite navigation, 'rhe buoy was moor ed at 

the cen t r e of the survey ar ea, and a tr ansponded ec ho 

was received at all positions in the survey, a maximum 

range fr om the buoy of 27 km. A, radar fix on the 

t r ansponde r buoy wa s taken ever y 5 m lnu teSt It was 

difficult to keep the ship on th~ planned sut'vey line S! 

because of wind and currents, so some of the lines ate 

not very straight. An error in heading of 20 at the 

begi nni n'1 of a li ne would g1 ve a d1 stance of f the li ne of 

1.5 km a t the end of the 1i no, so th~ headi n9 had to be 

adjusted cafef ull~ when the 01 El tance of f the 11 ne 
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Map MDan Crosaover Error Contour Interval 

Herodotu8 bathymetry 11 m 50 m 

Herodotue depth to 7:3 m 250 m 
reflector P1 

Herodotu8 megnetic8 12 't -
uncorrected 

Herodotue m gnetics 
0' 20 ~ corrected for daily 7 

variation 

CUich bathymetry 10 m 50 m 

CHide depth to 36 m 100 m 
reflector 5 

Table 6.1. Mean crossover arrors and contour intervals for the 

_urvey contour maps. 
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reached 0.3 km a course alteration was made to bring the 

ship back onto the line. This demanded very accurate 

steering, as the course alterations were only a few 

d eg rees, and the au to-pilot was set to allow the minim um 

possible deviation from the desired course. The maximum 

sea state during the survey was 3. 

Turning at the end of a line demanded particularly 

careful navigation, and a 180 0 turn '.vas accomplished by 

turning 90 0 at 10 0 per minute, continuinq on that course 

and using radar fixes to estimate the time to commence 

the final 90 0 turn at 10 0 per minute. The total 180 0 

turn took about 30 minutes. The show rate of turninq 

~"as used as rapid turning put too much strain on the 

receiver array, and the array would take a 10n9 time to 

straighten after the turn. The deviation of the ship 

from the planned lines wa s usually cJreatest at the 

beginl1ing of the lines, because of the turn and 

difficulty of adjusting to wind and c urrent on a new 

course. 

'l'he absolute position of the transponder buoy was . I 
d ete rm i nod by sa telli te navig a tion. The buoy was chec ked 

for drift durinq the survey by taking a t"at1ar fix 0n thrp 

buoy gt the time a satellite fix was received, The buoy 

did not drift significantly during t he survey, but the 

satelli te ~nC! radar fixes showed t hat the mean pOgi cion 
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of the buoy altered slightly with time, and the final 

navigation was computed using a lTIean buoy position for 

each da y: the dail y buoy posi tions were wi thi n ~.5 km. 

The accuracy of the navigation positions varied 

with distance from the transponder buoy: radar fixes 

from the buoy were probably accurate to 0.1 km at 

distances of less than 5 km, and 0.3 km · at di stances 

g rea te r than 20 km. The crossover errors in bathymetry 

and sub-bo t tom ba thym e t ry of the su rveys indi ca te a 

mean navig a tional er ror of 0.3 km, usi ng m ea n gr adi en ts 

for the values (Table 6.1 ) . 

General Features 

'rhe survey area is in the deep basin betweeen the 

Nile cone and the Mediterranean rid:je and has a 

consider able thic kness of seai m en t. The water depth is 

about 3 km. The area is 2130 km to the south of the 

s ei smicall y ac ti ve pl ate m a rgi ns (McK ~n de 1972) and is 

not associated with the M~diterranean ridge str uctur es. 

The profiling syste m was a 160 in 3 Bolt Par airgun, 

electrically fired 'flith a firi n3 repitition rate of 10 s, 

a nd a Geom echanique ar r ay wi th a si ngle ac ti v~ section, 

havi n~ 50 hydrophones in a 60 m length, 

Typical profiles are shown in Figs, 6.6 and 6.7, 

area is not an abyssal plain; it has sedi ment pqnded 

between highs ot an ufl!jerlying sedi mentar y layer. The 
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highs reach 0.5 km above the level of the sediment ponds. 

The 90nded sediment bends upward at the edges of the 

ponds, and as thi s would have been deposi ted ini Hall y 

flat this indicates that there is still differential 

m ovement between the highs and basins. Below the ponjed 

sediment there is a sequence of reflectors, the lowest 

ones having the greatest dips. The sediment layers thin 

across the highs, but they are continuous over them, and 

their thickness increases wi th depth in the basins. There 

is fau1 ting over some highs. 

The deepest continuous reflector that can be 

t raced over the area reaches a depth of 3.5 s below the 

sea bed. It has been traced by Woodside (1974) over Illost 

of the eastern Mediterranean and was thought to be the 

same as the reflector M traced by Ryan et al (1970) in 

the wester n Medi te r r anean. 1\ ~essinian evapod te 

sequence has been identified below reflector M in the 

western Mediterranean (Ryan @t a1 1972), The deepest 

r eflect:or in the Heroaotus survey will subseq uentl y be 

referred to as reflector M. 

Sediment Velocitie s 

'A 300 in 3 airgun and (~1 sposable sonobuoys were used 

to obtain sediment velooi ties in two of the b,'lsins in 

the Herodotus plain. One velocity determin ati on was 
, , 

centred at 33 0 35 N, 28°53 El in the surve y area, and on e at 
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Sonobuoy Layer Velocity kms -1 Depth in km to 
bottom of layer 

1 water 1.53 3.13 

2 1.72 3.35 

3a 2.40 3.79 

3b 2.48 4.85 

4 3.26 6.73 

2 wat r 1.53 3.12 

2 1.70 3.62 

3 2.54 5.20 

4 3.32 5.55 

Table 6.2. Velocity structure in the Herodotus survey area 

from disposable 8onobuoy data. 

Depth, km R6 R4 R4A 

2 1.5 1 .. 5 1.5 

4 2.8 2, 2,9 . 
2.6 

6 

8 3.8 4.6 

10 3.7 ~ 

I:l .n 
12 

14 4.5 6.4 

16 4.6 
6.5 

rig, 6.8. VelQcity etructurl in the Hlrodotul bagin frQm ref~action 

line~ (RS and R4) _nd 8 var1abl~ l"gll rlfllct1on/r,frection 
11n (R4A) after Lort It al (1974), 
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area. The velocity str uct ure was obtained from variable 

a ngle re flec ti o ns and re fr ac tio ns and the re sul ts ar e in 

'l'able 6.2. The results are similar in both basins, 

s u<Jge 5 ting that they are pr obabl y simil a r over the gr id 

a rea. 

'l'here are a few hundred metres of ponded sea bed 

sediment with a veloci ty of 1.7 km s-l: about 1.5 km of 

deeper sedi ment with a velocit y of 2.4 - 2.5 km 9-1• then . , 

a va riable thickness of sedi m en t with a velocity of 3.3 

km -1 s overl ying reflector M down to a depth of about 6 

km. The layers corresponding to this velocity structure 

are marked in Fig. 6.7. No deeper reflections could be 

identified, and no refraction was found for the layer 

below 4, 50 the veloci ty below this could not be 

determined, 

Refraction results in the Herodotus plain have been 

published by Lort et a1 (1974). Their location is s hown 

in Fig. 6.4, and velocity structures from the three lines 

are summarised in Fig. 6.8. Ho is a refraction line, with 
, 

a velocity structure calculat:ed for the point 33 0 54 N, 
, 

2900~ E; which is to the northeast of the s urvey area nd 

just: outside it. R4 is a refraction line with the 

velocity structure calculated fer the point 33 0 33'N, 

o ' 28 42 fi:, just inside the southwest:. edge of the s u rvey, 
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Sonobuoy Layer Velocity kms -1 Depth in km to 
bottom of layer 

1 water 1.53 3.13 

2 1.72 3.35 

3a 2.40 3.79 

3b 2.48 4.85 

4 3.26 6.73 

2 water 1.53 3.12 

2 1.70 3.62 

3 2.54 5.20 

4 3.32 5.55 

Table 6.2. Velocity structure in the Harodotus survey area 

from disposable aonobuoy data. 

Depth, km R6 R4 R4A 

2 1.5 1 .. 5 1,5 

4 2. a 2,9 ~ 2. 
2.6 

6 

8 3,8 4.5 

10 3.7 
~ 

~ . .t1 

12 

14 4.5 6,4 

16 446 
6.5 

rig. 6,9. V~lQc1ty ~tructu~1 in thl Haradatua basin from ref~action 
linea (R6 end R4) nd a var1abl ' '"91 rlfl ct1o"/rlfr~ct1on 

line (R4A) after Lart ~t al (1974). 

f 
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area. The velocity structure was ob tained from variable 

a ngle re flec tions and re fr ac Hons and the re suI ts ar e in 

'l'able 6.2. The res ul ts are similar in bo th basins, 

s ugges ting tha t they are probabl y sim il a r over the qrid 

a rea. 

'l'here are a few hundred metres of ponded sea bed 

sediment wit h a veloci ty of 1.7 km s-l: about 1.5 km of 

deeper sedi ment with a velocity of 2.4 - 2.5 km s-l. , , then 

a variable thickness of sedi ment with a velocity of 3.3 

km s -1 ove rl yi ng reflector M down to a depth of about 6 

km. The la yers correspondi ng to this velocity structure 

are marked ~n Fig. 6.7. No deeper reflections could be 

identified, and no refraction was found for the layer 

below 4, so. the veloci ty below this could not be 

deter mined. 

Refraction results in the Herodotus plain have been 

published by Lort et al (1974). Their location is shown 

in Fig. 6.4, and velocity structures fro m the three lines 

are s ummari sed in Pig. 6,8. R6 is ~ refraction line, with 

a velocity structure calculated for: the point 33 0 S4'N, 

29 0 00' 8 which is to the northeast of the survey area Em(;'] 

jus t: ou teide it. R4 is a refraction line with the 
, 

veloci ty structure calculated fo r the point 33 Q 33 N, 

o ' 2 8 4 2 E, just inside the southwest edge of the s u rvey, 

I 

I 
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Fig. 6. 9 

Bathymetry of the Herodotus survey. The contour interval is 50 m 

and highs are .shaded 
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R4 A is a va riable angle re fl ec tion and re fr action li ne 

with a velocity struct ure calculated for the whole line, 

33 0 33'N, 28 0 42'E to 32 0 34'N, 28 0 09'E, the northeast end of 

which is inside the southwest edge of the survey area. 

R6 and R4 have veloci ties 3.7 - 3.8 km s-l below 6 km, but 

R4 A has a velocityof 4.5 km s-l, so it is di fficult to use 

these results to infer t he velocity below reflector M in 

the survey area. 

A bat hymetric map of the area was compiled from 

s ur ve'y data, and is Fig. 6.9. The water depth is about 3 

km. The map s how s high s, som e of which are 

approximately circular, and flut sediment ponds, which 

m ay be at di Efferent levels if isolated by highs, as in 

Fig. 6.7. 

Deeth to reflector M 

The depth to reflector M was calculated from 

travel times and sediment velocities and is shown in · Fig. 

6.10. 'rhe depth varies fro m 4 to 7 km ovet the area, 

with 9radients up to 300. The striking featlHe of the 

map is the strong linear north-south trending high and 

basin. Super i mpo sed on the high, and in other parts of 

the area are smaller, approximately circular highs, 
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Depth to reflector M in the Hercidot~s survey. 

The contour interval is 250 m and highs ~~e shaded. 
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~~netic anomalies 

Fig. 6.11 shows the magnetic anomalies in the area, 

computed by removing the International Geoma:jnetic 

Reference Field (IAGA 1967) from total field values. 

Initial computations gave crossover errors that were 

very high (Table 6.1 ) : a mean error of 12 r in a total 

r an'je of 120 r, which was hgher than could be caused by 

navigational error, and only a very coarse contour 

interval could be used. The error was caused mainly by 

daily var~ation of the magnetic field, and the allplitude 

of this, about ±201' at this latitude is significant in a 

survey area of this size and without high amplitude 

anomalies, so an attempt was made to .correct the 

maqnetic values for daily variation. A moor ed station 

magnetometer would be the only accurate method of 

measuri ng daily variation but unfortun ately this was not 

available for the survey. The nearest land obsevatories 

are in Greece, Israel and Egypt, . all a considerable 

distance away, and it has so far proved impossible to 

get an y data from them for the time of the SUl;'vey, This 

leaves correction by theoretical daily variation CUl;' ves 

as the only possibility, Th~ anom alies were cor rec fed 

using a total field daily variation computed from mean 

three"'co;nponent dllily v@ri~tiQn curves for the magnetic 

inclination and rleclination ef the survey area (Chapill an 
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Magnetic anomalies :i.n the HerQdotys survey, 
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and Bartels 1940). 
These theoretical daily variation 

values will be in error if the days are magnetically 

disturbed; 
the Rp index, the world index of maqnetic 

disturbance, shows that for the four days of the survey 

three of the days are normal and one is disturbed ({.vorld 

Data Centre A 1974). 
The daily variation estimate will 

be in err 0 rat 1 e a s t for the 0 ne di s t u r bed day, but in 

the absence of a station magnetometer this is the best 

estimate that can be made. 
Correction of the magnetic 

a nom alies fo r dail y va ria tion reduced the mean crossover 

.error to 70', and made it possible to contour the values 

with a 201 contour interval. 

The grid is in an area of regional nega ti ve 

anomalies, and the values range from -40 to -160t. This 

is consistent with the zero value of -1001 usej for the 

eastern Mediterranean by Matthews (1974). 

There is an anomaly at the southwest side of the 

grid of +80'0 relative to the rest of the grid. Only one 

side of the anomaly is inside thf? survey area but a very 

rough estimate of the maximum depth of the ma'jnetic 

body can be made by measuring the width of the maximum 

<Jradient and comparison with mOdels for vertical sidefj 

blocks (Vacquier et al 1951). This gives a maximum depth 

of about 8 km. 
There are no shorter wavelength 

anomalies associated with the highs in reflector M, 

I 

I 
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including the linear north-south high. 

Origin 
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The structure of the area could be caused by 

syn-depositional folding or diapirism. 

The evidence in favour of syn-deposi tional folding 

is the general structure of the area, the linear 

nor th-south fea ture, and the thic keni ng of the sedi m en t 

layers in basins. Against this hypothesis is the 

detail ed st r uc t ure of the area, such as the form a tion of 

domes, the restriction of structures to a relatively 

srn all ar ea, and the recent sedim en t ri sing at the edges 

of the basins, which shows that there is still movement 

at the preset:lt ,time. This would require a compressive 

force in the area, which is not expected as the area is 

net nea r a pl ate m argi n, and is not assod a ted wi th 

Mp.diterranean ridge structures, 

Diapirism provides a better explanation of the 

structure of the area, The shapes of domes, rim 

synclines, the gradient t1t the sides of the domes and 

f sul ting s'bove the dom es could all be ca used by 

cl iapi dsm, The di api ric mate rial m us t be b low re flector 

M, as thi s is continuous over the area, 

Diapirism can be caused by mov ement of s dimant ry 

or igneous material. The m!.,netic anomali es in the .:Area 

show that the diapiris l'n is not of igneous origin as 
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there are no anomalies associated with the domes. 

Sediment diapirism is indicated by the concentration of 

the domes in this relatively small area of about 60 km 

square, in the deepest parts of the Herodotus basin with 

the greatest thickness of sediment, and by the similarity 

to the sediment diapirs in the western Mediterranean, 

although reflctor M is continuous over the survey area 

unlike in the western Mediterranean where it is pierced 

by di api ri srn. 

The sedimentary diapirislll may be evaporite (salt) 

or mud diapirism, but there is no definite evidence to 

suggest which. Unfortunately no velocities below 

reflector M could be measured or could be used from 

publi shed veloci ty da ta. The area may be similar to the 

western Mediterranean in having a salt layer belo'll 

reflector M. Gravi ty '1leasurements over similar domes 

near this area have sh .:Hp negative Bonguer anomalies 

associated with the domes, (Woodside 1974) showing that 

there is a low density material at depth beneath the 

domes, which su9gests salt rather than mud. 

The reason for the north-south trends in the area 

is difficult to determine. Linear salt features in an 

a rea 'Je ne r all y have the sa'1l e trend, so thi s m ay be a 

r egi onal tr end. In nor the r n Europe there is a tr end 

which is thouqht to be basement controlled (Murray 1966), 
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but there are no magnetic anomalies associated with the 

north-south trends in the survey area so basement 

structures are not the cause. The Gulf of Mexico has 

salt structures which are controlled by a sediment 

loading effect and are parallel to a coastline or delta; 

t he Nil e cone which supplies the sedi m en t to the 

Herodotus basin has a northeast-southwest edge adjacent 

to the basin in this area so sediment loading does not 

provide a good explanation. 

Side reflections 

The depth contour maps Figs. 6.9 and 6.10 give the 

un:nigrated magnitude and direction of dip for reflectio:1 

po si tions, fr om which the sideways di stance and di rec tion 

of reflection points can be calculated. Mig ration would 

alter the structures on the contour maps by reducinq the 

width of the rises, increasing the width of the basins, 

and increasing the depth of dipping layers (chapter 5 

models) . 

The sideways di stance of a re flee tion pain t fo r a 

side reflection from the line of the profile depends on 

the slope of the interface. The maxim um slope on the 

bathymetry map is 1 in 5, and for a vertical depth of 2.9 

km fo r the re fl ec ting poin t the sideways di stance of the 

point is 0.6 km. The travel time to this point is not 

very different from a vertical travel time so compound 

l~_· ________________________________________ ..... 
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side reflections from the sea bed should arrive at about 

the sam e tirn e as the fir s t sea bed re flec tion. A side 

reflection could probably only be , identified by a 

cross-cutting relationship in this case and there would 

need to be a sui table high angle slope less than 0.6 km 

distant. 

This applies to reg ular reflections, but 

diffractions could be produced from any angle, at any 

distance, although diffractions are generally lower 

am pli tude. 

Side reflections can also be generated from the 

sub-bottom reflectors. These have higher slopes, and th e 

side reflection points can be further away. The maximum 

slope on re fl ec to r M is 1 in 2 and the maxim um sideways 

distance of a reflecting 'point for a vertical depth of 5 

km would be 2.5 km, ignoring ray path refraction in the 

upper sediments, which 'Jives a two-way travel time of 

abo ut 7 s. 

The bathym etry map wa s overlaid with the track 

c ha r t and the tr ac k 'ex am ined for posi tions where 

com pound side reflection could occur. The cri tarion us ed 

wa s a steap slope with contours roughly parallel to the 

t r sc k and less than 0.6 km di etan t, or lees steep slope s 

nlllarar the track, and ~ flst or gently dipping area blow 

the s hot point. Oiagrams were drawn of possibilities and 



Predicted Observed 

Position Travel time Position Travel Time Character is tics 

1750-1810/ 144 6.5 not observed 

1840-1850/144 6.7 1850/144 6.8 high frequency 

0840-0900/145 6.3 not observed 

1640-1650/145 6.8 1640/145 6.2 high frequency 

0520-0600/146 6.5 not observed 

1200-1220/146 6.5 1210/146 6.2-6.5 low frequency 

1330-1350/146 6.7 1340/146 6.6 low frequency 

Table 6.3. HerodotuB survey side reflection predictions from the 

reflector M contour map, and observed side reflections. 
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dippping reflectors migrated back to their tr ue 

posi tions. 

An ex am pIe in which corn pound sea bed side 

reflections could occur could not be found. This was 

because the steep slopes are mainly north-south or 

occasionall yeast-west in direction, whereas the grid 

lines are at 45 0 to these so they not not run parallel 

to the steep slopes. A survey with north-south and 

east-west tr~cks might have produced sea bed side 

reflections. There are also very few examples on the 

profiles of compound sea bed reflections in the plane of 

the profile - there are only a few cliffs with 

overlapping reflections (Chapter 5 models) ego Fig. 6.6 at 

0215/1451 Fig. 6.7 at 2300/143, which suggests that 

si milarly there should be few, if any, compound sea bed 

si de re fl e c t ion s. 

The deeper layers with higher slopes should have 

mor e possibilites for side reflections as reflections 

could come from a greater distance sideways. More 

overlapping com pound re fl ec tions from the deeper 

reflectors in or near th e profile plane are see n on the 

pro fU eSt The steeper slopes of reflector M are mainly 

but not totally in a north-south directions. Seven 

possibilities were found for corn po und dde r flections 

trom the reflector M contour mtS!?, of whi ch four could be 

. I 
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Possible siderefleotiona in the Herodotu~ ~urvey prof11~~ 
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seen on the profiles, at 1850/144, 1640/145, 1210 and 

1340/146 and t hese are sho'lIn in Fig. 6.12. Table 6.3 

details these predicted and observed side reflections. 

Two of the observed side reflections, at l850/144 an.] 

1640/145 are hyperbolic-shaped reflectio:1s or 

d i f f r a c ti 0 n s wit h a 'j rea t err e fl e c t ion t i met h ant he 

other reflections. The other two show cross-cutting 

sub-bottom reflections at normal travel times. 

The shap~ and frequency content of side reflections 

provides an indication of their origin. The hyperbolic 

side reflection at 1640/145 has the high frequency 

waveform characteristics of a sea bed reflection. The 

reflection at 1850/144 is too ItJeak for the frequency 

characteristics to be identified, but both this and the 

1640/ 145 reflection have hyperbolic shapes corresponding 

to calculated di ffraction hyperbo1ae for the travel time 

and water velocity. Estimation of velocities using 

diffraction hyperholae is not a very accurate method of 

determining velocities (Chapter 3.4) but this does at 

least indicate that the side reflections at 1850/144 and 

1640/145 are probably sea bed (Uffractions, not from 

r e fl e c tor M. Their travel times indicate that they must 

come from a horizontal distance of about 4 km from the 

profile. The bathymetry map shows that there are rises 

at approxi m a tel y these di stances that could give 
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diffractions. The side reflections at 1210 anj 1340/146 

have the frequency content of deep reflections and 

probably come from reflector ~ 

The five side reflections fro:n reflector M which 

were predicted but not seen on the profiles either 

cannot be distinguished, or not exist, probably bacause 

of inaccur acies in de tail in the re flec tor M con tou r map, 

as small differences in slope or direction of contours 

could prevent side reflections occurrin9. No other side 

re flec tion s could be seen on the pr ofiles except the 

four described in Table 6.3, two of which were probably 
or 3iff(()..<.iIOk..S 

sea bed di ffractions and two side reflectionS) from 

reflector M. This is surprising, as more cross-c utting 

com pound reflections which appear to come from in or 

near the .profile plane are seen on the profiles, 

s ugges ting tha t ther e should be signi fic~n t num ber of 

side re flections. These may not exist, perhaps due to 

the orientation of the profile tracks at 45 0 to the main 

stt'uctures, or may not be visible on profiles if they not 

not produce distinctive cross-cutting reflections. 

6.4 !h.!..Cilicia basin surv!1 

Location 

The are,l of complex struct~res in the Cilicia basin 

was estim~ted to be s ltl sller than in the Herodotus basin, 
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Tracks for the Cilioia Basin sur,vey. 
The dashed lines are sparker traoks and the solid lines are airgun tracks 
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and a smaller survey was planned. The wavelength of 

structures was also smaller, and a :::loser line spacing 

was used. The survey grid was rectang ular, wi th 6 

nor th-south li nes 15 km long and 4 east-west 1i nes 20 km 

long, wi th a li ne spaci ng of 3 km. Fig. 6.13 is a tr ac k 

chart of the surve~ 

Navigation 

The s urv ey was navigated wi th a radar transponder 

buoy and satellite navigation, as in the Herodotus 

surve y. The pI anned survey had a srn all ar ea and closel y 

spaced lines, and the structures of interest were in the 

top 1 s of the sediment, so to enable faster turns to be 

made than i.s possible with an airgun s 'ystem, a 5 KJ 

sparker and sparker array were used. The sparker lines 

are the dashed lines in ~iq. 6.13. The transponder buoy 

did not move significantly during the survey, and a 

si ngl e transponder buoy was used for the whol e s urv ey. 

'rhe accuracy of computed positions i s similar to th,st in 

the Herodotu s s urv e y. Crossover errors in bathymetry 

and sub-bottom bathYlnetry give a mean total navigational 

err 0 r 0 f ab 0 u t 0. 3 km. 

General features 

The s urvey area is in a water deth of bout 1 km 

between Cypru9 and Turkey. The 'lanersl tectonics of 

this area are not well und arstood, McKenzie (1972) 

• 
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suggests a plate m a rgi n ex tending from the Gul f of 

Iskenderun throut]h Cyprus to join the Cretan arc near 

Rhodes. This would be northward a dipping trench 

consuming the African plate at the western end of the 

arc, changing to · strike-slip motion at the eastern end, 

and the Cilicia basin would be in a back-arc area. The 

scarcity of earthquakes in this area makes this a very 

tentative sugges tion. It is al so unknown whether 
structures in the Kyrenia continue in range Cyprus 

benea th the Cilicia basin in to Tur key. 

Figs. 6.14 to 6.17 typical are profiles of the 
survey. Their quali ty is inferior to the Herodotus 

survey profiles as the source is less power ful and the 

array noisier. The penetration is much less, up to 0.8 s, 

corn pared wi th 4 s for the Herodotus survey, beca us e of 

th~ lower sparker 
frequency signal power and higher 

which is attenuated more rapidly. 

'I'he pr ofil es s how a layer ed sequenc e of re fl ec tor s 

a nd a deep~ r raflec tor which is bro ken and di Beon ti n uou s, 

a nd in some parts is overlapping an seq ue nce of 

hype r bolie di f fr ae tions. 
This may be reflector M, but as 

this is s urvey not connected to Wood side; 9 (1974) 

profiles positive identification of t hi s is not POSsible, 

so thi s re fl ec to r will be called subsequen tt y re flee tor 

• 
.~ 

s. The depth of reflector S varies fro m 0.3"' 0.8 s below 
~ 
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the sea bed, and no coherent reflections can be seen 

from below this. 

The nor th-south tracks (Figs. 6.14 and 6.15) show 

t ha t the re are sm all rise s of less than 0.05 s am pli tude 

and 1-4 km across in the southern part of the ar ea. 

These have a transparent layer beneath them in which no 

reflectors can usuall y he seen except the lower 

reflector S, which is continuous below the rises in most 

cases, generally rising a1 so, or is occa sional y very 

broken with many associated ai ffraction hyperbolae, 

sug':)estinC) faul tinge The upper sedi m en t layers end 

abruptly against the rises or the reflectors die out 

into the rises. There is a marked foc ussing effect in the 

s yn cli nes between rises, with the reflections havin9 high 

a m pli tude s. 
s:; 
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Sonobuoy Layer Velocity kms - 1 Depth in Km to 
bottom of layer 

----------- '-------

2 water 1.53 0.92 

2 1.96 1.25 
--- - ------- _ .. __ . __ . 

__ '_ri~~ •• ·. _ 

3 water 1.53 1.00 

2 2.10 1.54 

4 water 1.53 1.13 

2 2.12 2.08 

3 4.30 -
5 water 1.53 1.10 

28 2.02 1.52 

2b 2.22 1.83 

2c 2.88 2.15 

:3 3.30 3.52 

4 6.66 4.00 

Table 6.4. Velocity etructur in the Cilicia survey area 

from disposable 8onobuoy d tat 
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Sediment velocities 

A 300 in 3 airgun and disposable sonobuoys were used 

to obtain sediment velocities in the less disturbed areas 

on three sides of the grid. The airgun tracks are shown 

as solid lines in Fig. 6.13. Five sonobuoys were used and 

good resul ts were obtained Er om fou r: sono buoy 1 had a 

n oi sy hyd rophone suspension which made pic ki ng ar rival s 

very difficult and no useful results were obtained from 

it. 'rhe in te rpreted veloci ty str ucture is given in Table 

6.4. 

Sonobuoys 2 and 3 obtained re fl ec tion s fr om onl y 

one s ub-bottom reflector, which by comparison with 

travel tim es at vertical incidence was identified as 

reflector S. The depth to this is 0.3-1 km below the sea 

bed, and the velocity in the sedi ment s abo ve it is about 

2.0 km 5-1• Sonobuoy 4 obtained a re fr acti on veloci ty of 

4.3 km s-l for the layer below reflector S. Thi s is 

high, and may be a salt layer. The thickness by this 

layer i s unknown as no arrivals were obtained from belOW 

this. 

Sonob uoy 5, on the track to t he north of the s u rvey 

area, had the deepest arrivals. It r ecorded arrrival s 

fro m three layers above refl ctor S, with velocities 

2.0- 2.9 km 9-1, and from two lay re b low it, 3.3 km 9"'1 

to a depth of 2.5 km below th~ sea bed, and 6.7 km 9-1 to 
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The bathymetry of the CiHcia survey. 

The contour interval is 50 m. 
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a ~epth of 3 km. These can be identified with 

re flec tions on the norm al incidence ai rg un pr ofile. The 

absence of the 4.3 layer in this posi tion is puzzling, as 

sonobuoy 5 was dropped onl y abou t 12 km fr om so nobuoy 4~ 

if there is a layer intermediate in velocity between 

the 3.3 and 6.7 layers for sonobuoy 5 this may not be 

visible because the reflection coefficient is too low, or 

its upper surface is too broken in this position for the 

propagation of head waves along the interface. A broken 

upper surface of a salt layer may also be the reason 

that no ref rQ ctions were obtained from the reflector M 

interface in the Herodotus area. I 

Bathymetry I 

Fig. 6.18 is the bathymetry map of the area I 
corn pH ed fr om survey da ta. Crossover errors for this 

and' the following map are given in Table 6.1. The sea 

bed increases in depth from 900 m in the south to 1100 m 

in the north of the area, towards the deeper parts of 

the Cilicia basin, and has an east-west valley of 1150 m 

in the nothern part of the area. The contours run 

r ouqhl yeast- west. The larger bumps on the profiles 

show on the bathymetry map in the northern part of the 

area, and have an east-west elongation. The smaller 

bum ps seen on the pr 0 fil es to the so u t h ar e too low 

amplitude to appear on the bathymetry map at the 
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contour interval of 50 m. 

Depth to reflector S 

The depth to reflector S was calculated using a 

veloci ty in the upper sediments of 2.1 km 5-1 and is 

shown in Fig. 6.19. The reflector increases in depth from 

1300 m in the south to 1900 m in the north. There is an 

east-west structural trend and there are also high 

amplitude bumps, up to 400 m, which are circular or 

elong a ted in an eas t-west di rec tion. The la rger bum ps to 

the north appear on the contour map but the bumps seen 

on the profiles to the south are too small. 'rh e 

str ucture appears to be a series of circular domes 

superimposed on reflectors dipping to the north, causing 

elongation of the domes in an east-west di rection. 

,9rigin 

'l'he bumps in the area are probably sedi mentar y 

domes reflectors can be seen co ntinuou s a nd domed 

under the larger bumps, and reflector S is continuous 

under all the bumps, although ver y I roken in pl ces. The 

tt:'ansparent effect under the smaller bumps could be 

geometrical effect of a s In a11 dome which reduce s the 

re flec tion am pli tude (Chapt e r 5 m odel e) . 

Theories of the Origin of the mtructur i hi 

area must oxplain the CUlst-we t trend, th~ dom - ~, . nd 

thrdt:' r-Gtrict:.ion to ! small area, other profil - IfJhow 
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that doming does not exist further south or north, and 

not i mmediately to the east or west. 

A compessional plate margin through Cyprus would 

prod uce north-south corn pression in the area gi vin ''J 

east-west folds, but this does not explain the elong3ted 

domes and the restriction of structures to thi s area. 

The domes could be due to diaprisim, and the 

east-west structures could be caused by a sediment 

loading effect causing structures parallel to the coast 

of Cyprus and Turkey and the source of sediment, or 

folding on which diapiris lTl is superimposed. The diapiric 

ill ovement occurs below reflector S, as this is continuous 

although broken, and the t.ransparent domes are probably 

not diapirs themselves but sediment doming in res[Jonse 

to underl ying diapirism. Unfortunatel y magnetic data for 

the s urv e y is not available, this co uld have shown 

whet her the diapirislll wa s sed mim entary or igneous. The 

velocity of 4.3 km s-l below reflector S could be either 

salt or; igneous. Evidence against e lt diapriism is that 

it would be ex ,pected to occ ur in the de p st and 

t hi ckest parts of the Cilicitl basin, as uming that ther 

wae salt daposition throU(3hout the basin, and the urvey 

area is not the deepest nor thickest part of th bill in, 

The dic:lpiro 11Hl Y be of igneous origin, parh p ; ocl t cl 

with the possible 1 ack-arc location of th or Jong~ml 
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(1975) has found a ridge, which is prot>ably igneous in 

t he back-arc area of the nearby Cretan Arc. However 

str uctures in this area are discrete domes, not a ridge, 

and also similar domes exist in other parts of the 

eastern Mediterranean near Cyprus~ to the northwest of 

Cyprus ( Lort et al 1974) and to the northeast of Cyprus 

( unpubli shed Cam bridge da ta). These also occur in 

localised areas, not necessarily associated with the 

greatest sediment thickness nor the deepest parts of 

basins. 

The velocity of 6.7 km s-l is high to find at 3 km 

d ept h below the sea bed, and is pr obabl y the basem en t, 

which can Qe seen on other reflection profiles dipping in 

to the Cilicia basin from the coasts of Cypru s and 

Turkey but goes too deep to be follow'ed beneath the 

basin and has not been connected betw ee n Cyprus and 

Tur key. It may be possible to trace this with mor e 

powerful profiling system. 

Side reflections -
The depth contour maps J.1'ig9. 6.18 and 6.19 qiv th 

unmigrated magnitude and dir ction of dip for r fl ction 

positions and could be used a a bad fo r mi g r tiO", 

which would alter slightly the tructure on th contour 

m p. 

The maxim um ea b d op ob e rve~ in t h & @ i 
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1 in 113, which is proabaly too low to give distinct 

compound side reflections, as for a water depth of about 

1 km the maximum sideways distance of a reflecting point 

would be 11313 m. 'A very rapid change in slope would :,e 

needed for a compound side reflection to be produced, 

fr om zero to 1 in 113 in 100 m, which is a very tight 

radius of curvature of the surface, and exists in only a 

few po si tions in the survey. An example is in Fig. 6.14, 

28 minutes from the so uth end of the profile where 

there is a sea bed cliff with a small radius of 

curvature at its lower eJge, giving a di sti nci ve 

overlapping reflection of an in-plane compound reflection 

(Chapter 5 models). Reflections come from a finite area, 

not just a point (Chapter 3.1) so reflections from 

'points' 1013 m apart will be difficult to distinguish. 

Single side reflections will be probabl y the onl y side 

reflections from t he sea bed that can be distinguished. 

'1' he deeper layers have steeper slopes, and have 

m ore poss ibili ties of generatin9 com pound side 

refl ection s. The maximum slooe of reflector S is high, 1 

in 1.5, and could gi v e a reflection point up to 1 km 

dista:1t with a t ravel time of about 2 s. Reflector S is 

associated l.v i th many di ffraction hyperbolae, and 

sideways diffracti ons could also occur. The east-west 

s urv e y lines are parallel to the structures, and is the 



Predicted 

Position Travel time 

0905 1.8 

1250 1.9 

2050 1.8 

2320 2.0 

Tabla 6.5. Cilicia survey side reflection predictions from the 

reflector S contour map. 
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direction for detecting compound side reflections if 

they exist. 

'I'he re . are onl y four po si tion s in the su rvey wi th 

high slopes havin9 contours approximately parallel to the 

track where corn pound side re flec tions could be 

ge nerated, and these are detailed in Table 6.5. Reflector 

S on the pr 0 fil es in the se po si tions is ve r y bro ken wi th 

associated di ffraction hyperbolae so that any compound 

side reflections could not be recognised. This is 

unfortunate, ~s althoul)h the area had structures and 

slopes which should be su f ficien t to pr od uce corn pound 

s id e re fl ec tions, becau se of the broken na tu re of 

reflector S they cannot be recoqnised on the profiles by 

cross-cutting relationships or greater travel times. 

6.5 Concl usions 

The two sur veys have yielded only eleven positions 

from which compound side reflections could b<:! expected, 

a nd of these onl y tw 0 ',., ere seen on the reco rd e, wi th 

furthlH two side diffractions. The ar (Him had co m plex 

otruqturos with high slopes from which many coml?oul'lrJ 

~ide reflections could h ve be en axpected, whi c h U'19 s 

that coml?oun~ aid reflections th t c n b~ dietin ui he 

on profiles re probably rare, ev e n wh there i n 

indictlt:ion from a ~rid gurv e y th"t th - y hou cl b~ 
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rrcsent. 

The Berodotus survey area may have produced mo re 

side reflections if the tracks had not been oriented at 

45 0 to the main ' structures, and side reflections may 

have been recognised in the Cilicia s urv ey if reflector S 

had not been so broken, so other areas may pr od uce 

pro rH es wi th m any side re flec tions, but the res ul t s of 

t his chapter indicate that t hi s is probably rare, and the 

error in modelling a three-dimensional reflection profile 

with a two-dimensional structure may not be very 

sig nificant unless the str uctu re is required very 

accurately, as .for . example for drilling. 

The only side reflections that ca n be recognised on 

a si ngle pr 0 fil e are corn po und side re fl ec tions, which ca n 

be rec09 ni sed by cross-c utting reflections, greater 

tra vel tlmes, and freq ue ncy and shape characteristic s. 1'\ 

three-di me nsional s ur ve y is the only wa y ' th e plane of 

91n91e side reflection can be deter min ed, n 

three-di mensional information is neces sar y for migr ati ng 

dipping reflectors back to their true positions, IHI 

con vention,gl migration technique s have to aSGumGl th - t 

all re fl ec tio ns co rn e fr om the plane of t he pr 0 f11 • 

In In an y ca s a three-dim en ion al , rv y 1 ~ \J ful 

on ita own for determininq ~truct\Jr s witlout ch 

inv olv@ m ~nt of migration, /'la h"s b~~n r1on ~ for h ~ two 
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surveys in thisch~pter, provided the effects of di p are 

r ecogni sed; The tr ue st r uc tu re should have the wid th of 

rises reduced, the width of the basins increased and the 

depth of the dipping layers increased. Two-dim ension .:;ll 

modelling is useful in determining the effects of dip on 

s t r u c t u res. 
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